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CHAPTER

I

Introduction

As
complex

the world

moves

into the

2P

l

century, multiple challenges are posed by the

as well as intricate relationship

development.

Among

web of

the vast

millennium population growth

The consequences of

is

among

issues of population, environment and

challenges before us in the

wake of

the

new

one of the most worrying aspects of human existence.

the world's rapid population

growth on human well being and on

the environment have been the subject of intense controversy for

even more accentuated as the 1990s progress.

many

years and got

However, the framework of

international

environmental law and agreement has for long failed to consider adequately the clear
linkages between rapid population growth and environment degradation.

The

relatively

newness of the

development and environment

framework
level.

in strict

attributable

on
to

sense has yet been formulated

and

population

the

fact

that

its

linkage

no law or

with

legislative

in international, regional or national

Issues like population although of paramount importance has always remained

peripheral due to

dilemma but an
issue.

is

study

its

sensitive character. Population

integral part

is

no longer viewed as a number

of development agenda as well as a major environmental

The Rio Conference's

1

contentiousness of the issue and

negligence

is

towards

population

issue

partially attributable to the divergence

United Nation's Conference on Environment and Development held

in

1992

at

highlights

the

of perspectives

Rio De Janeiro.

of the developed North and the developing South."
and analyze competing international perspectives,

view

that the future international political

The study attempts

to

agenda

undertake a

Thus the study attempts

theories, policies

reflects the

critical

and debates with a

changing paradigm.

overview of the

document on population and development adopted by

the world

real

The Cairo Conference's wide ranging Program of Action

chance of progress by putting population policies

consensus

last

governments

United Nations International Conference on Population and Development held
1994.

to discuss

at

in the

Cairo in

for the first time offers a

at the heart

of social development.

Further the study through a case study portrays the conflict of development with

how

environment and

may

it

also

come

in conflict

with the regulatory regime of the

recipient country.

As

the world

is

still

in

search of favorable solutions to the problems resulting

from the complex web of population growth, environment and development, the purpose

of

this study in a

broad head

is

to elucidate

and analyze the contours of the interrelated

and hence complex issues of demographic dynamics, resource consumption and the
rationale for development.

It

is

pertinent to mention that policy debate on population, environment and

development are
law.

They

still

at the

threshold of consensus and recommendations and are short of

are the product of political ideology, policy preferences and matching of

assumption. Nonetheless, the authoritative consensus document that gives foundation to

move forward towards implementation

is

of monumental importance as

it

lays the

guiding principle for major international organizations like United Nations system. World

2

Andrew

D. Ringel. The Population Policy

And the World Bank:

Limits to

Growth

vs.

Supply Side

Bank. IMF. other financial donors and also for local governments.

NGOs

and

Politics

and

policies pave

way

for the

regime.

my

firm belief as a researcher that policy analysis and synthesis of these

It

is

development of national and international structured regulatory

interlocked issues will pave

way

for both substantive

and

institutional

changes and shape

our preferences. Policy analysis will as well lead towards framing of more

solid,

normative framework within which subsequent thinkers can maneuver to reconcile the
developing world's yearning for "development" with the developed world's
•sustainability"

and yet integrate the crucial agenda

to stabilize

for

call

world population and.

lead towards adoption of Convention with legal mandates in the years ahead and not

mere

consensus agreement.

The study

in

Chapter

II

details the population

dynamics and gives a brief look

at

the population debate's historic origin and also discusses the discrepancies existing

between national legislation of populous countries with the recommendations of the

Program of Action.

Chapter

III

analyzes

the

over

controversy

environment

development between North and South and reinforces the efficacy of a combined

UN
and

role

population control of Southern hemisphere and equitable consumption of resources

North to save the degradation of global environment.

It

of
in

analyzes the conflicts between

present approaches to population policy and environmental sustainability.

Chapter IV

UN

is

a critical analysis of the latest consensus

Conference on Population and Development and outlays

weaknesses.

background

Chapter

V

to look at the

Demographics, 6 GEO. INT'L

offers a case study of Bangladesh,

impediments

ENVTL.

L.

in

document adopted

its

in the

strengths and mostly

its

which provides a perfect

observing development mandates and identifies

REV. 213

(1993).

the institutional and legal aspects of conflict between environment and development in

Bangladesh. Chapter VI summarizes the study with a few recommendations.

CHAPTER II
Population Dynamics

What

A.

Is

Population Problem?

The impacts of overpopulation and

its

attending dangers have received a good

What

deal of scholarly attention for a very long time.

population problem can be

is

viewed through a varied spectrum of thoughts and notions. Some view over-population as
too

many people

living

on the resources available

given area."

in a

Some have viewed

it

mostly as an environmental problem and an imbalance of people that would threaten the
sustainability

of the world. Yet others conceive

precipitates misery

issue

and
4

issues.

is

economic problem, which

and poverty. Nevertheless, over-population

is

basically a multifaceted

both the cause and effect of a myriad of social, economic and environmental

Thus the controversial debate over how many

disciplines

as an

it

of

biology,

law.

economics,

is

ecology,

too

many

*'

has ranged across the

anthropology,

philosophy

and

demography.
Discussion on the interrelationships between population growth and natural
resources

is

described

it

3

founded on the concept of the Earth's carrying capacity. Scientists have
as "the

maximum

PAUL R EHRLICH ET

AL..

population size of any organism that an area can support.

THE STORK AND THE PLOW.

13 (1995).

BEYOND THE NUMBERS: A READER
&
ON POPULATION. CONSUMPTION AND THE ENVIRONMENT 95-96 Laurie A. Mazur eds.. 1994).
4

Carl

Haub

Martha

F.

Riche. Population

By The Numbers,

in

(

6

without reducing

methodology

its

ability to support the

to address population

same species

in the future".

6

The successful

problem necessitates consideration of conflicting

values and priorities as the population trends of a given society depend on numerous
factors including the existing

framework of law. economics,

and also on

culture, politics

religion.

Beyond

the level of individual interest the state policy and legislation plays a

significant role in defining population size.

7

The values emphasized by

the state

on

environmental resource depletion, economic enhancement, political strength, individual
rights

have a grave role

in defining population trends.

primary focus and justification for

state regulation

of

8

Until recently however, the

fertility

has been an economic one.

Since the sixties a number of developing countries with economic deficiency to support
the exponential growth of population have opted policies and programs for fertility

reduction.

Concern about overpopulation has

led to a variety

pursuit of coercive population control measures in

some

of reactions, including

parts of the developing world.

Contraception and sterilization have been the focal points of states" direct efforts

g

to

reduce birth rates and the single-mindedness of some states to reaching demographictargets through increased contraception

violations. For

"

the

maximum

and

sterilization has led to serious

human

example China's controversial "one child policy" were condemned

population size of any organism that an area can support, without reducing

support the same species

in

its

the future.

6

PAUL R. EHRLICH ET AL.. THE STORK AND THE PLOW. (1995).
POPULATION AND LAW: A STUDY OF THE RELATIONS BETWEEN POPULATION
PROBLEMS AND LAW. 12( Luke T. Lee and Arthur Larson eds.. 1971).
1

7

8

Id. at
9

13.

Amartya Sen.

Fertility

and Coercion, 63 U.CHI.

L.

REV. 1035

(1996).

rights

for

ability to

its

'

7
10

coercive measures to achieve

international

community began

planning programs.

Over
emerged
Today's

its

goal.

was not

It

human

to recognize the

the late sixties that the

until

rights implications

'

the last

few decades, the

of population control upon environment has

effect

as a justification for regulation of fertility, independent of

sustainability

rationale

environmental degradation.

for

population

Increasingly

it

is

demographic objectives through imposition of
integrate the

new approach propounded

and Development (ICPD)

Cairo

at

in

felt that

ICPD

In

Although the curbing of population growth

now

is

Conference on Population

10

is vital

community

human

1

rights

"'

for the sustainable future of the

being widely recognized that the consumption pattern and production of waste

issue has so far received very

now

with

not the sole reason for the continuing degradation of global environment.

industrialized nations are responsible for

little

much of the environmental

attention in

often suggested that since exponential

"

rather than meeting the

the international

principles already protected by national and international laws.

it

1

fertility controls, there is justification to

in the International

1994.

growth

population

correlates

being

economic reasons.

reached a consensus that population programs should comply with the basic

earth

of family

in the

degradation and this

comparison with population

human

It is

population growth

is

issues.

It is

occurring in the

Nicholas D. Kristof. China's Crackdown on Births: A Stunning and Harsh, Success.- Draconian Steps

cut Fertility Rate to Lowest Ever. N.Y. Times. April 25 1993 at

1.

" The Proclamation of Tehran, the product of the 1968 International Conference on Human Rights,
recognized that "parents have a basic human right to determine freely and responsibly the manner and
spacing of their children" available
12

<htttp://www.umn.edu/humanrts/instree 12ptichr.html>.
/

at

Timothy E. Wirth, Population Challenges and Alternatives, 6

COLO.J. INT'L ENVTL.L.

&

POL"

Y

245

(1995).
13

REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT.

U.N. International Conference on Population and Development,
[hereinafter referred to as 1994 Population Report].

at 15,

U.N. Doc. A/CONF.171/13 (1994)

8

developing countries, which outweighs

consequences are concentrated
broadened
countries.

to include

17

its

16

there.

But

if classic

environmental degradation then

it

Malthusian consequences are
is

more acute

world the most overpopulated part of the world, "contrary

Thus the recognition of the

developed

international policy agenda.

Is

finite

the developed

popular impression"

18
.

is

of consumption and production, needs to be reflected

in

1

There a Limit

Whether a

to

make

continued deterioration of the global environment

fact that

to the unsustainable patterns

B.

in the

Great population analyst like Paul Ehlrich opines that the developed

country's high and unsustainable pattern of energy consumption

due

l5

resources, therefore the classic Malthusian.

to

Growth?

environment can sustain an ever-growing population has become

the crucial question of today. Although within the previous century an unprecedented and

unsustainable expansion in economic activity took place around the world, and the global
levels of

economic output have increased more than fivefold between 1950 and 1990.

while emission of carbon dioxide-the major greenhouse gas have tripled, and

human

Harold Coward. Religious Responses to the Population Sustainability Problematic: Implications for Law,
27 ENVTL.L. 1169(1997)
Thomas Malthus who is generally credited with the first modern theory of population, postulated that
'

population increases exponentially while subsistence increases arithmetically.

He

suggested that Natural

force such as occupational hazards, severe labor, extreme poverty, disease, war. plague, and famine

ultimately would lower population
of Michigan Press 1959) (1798).
'"

11
18

ROBERT

See Thomas R. Malthus. Population: The

First

HARDAWAY. POPULATION. LAW AND THE ENVIRONMENT.

Essay (University

1209 (1994).

Id
Paul Ehrlich

About
|g

M.

rate..

it.

27

&

Anne

ENVTL.

L.

Ehrlich. The Population Explosion:
1

Why Should We Care and What We Should do

187 (1997).

REPORT OF THE FOURTH WORLD CONFERENCE ON WOMEN: PLATFORM FOR ACTION
37. UN Doc- A/CON F. 177/20Add.l (1995).

II. art.

ch.

9

numbers doubled."

Change

developing countries resulted

human numbers have
early

1920

it

in the explosive upsurge in population, especially in the

doubling the world population and

in

increased drastically.

was two

billion "'and

now

In

it

1900 there were

century the

in this

1.7 billion

people

has reached nearly 6 billion and

growing. The United Nations estimates that the world population

is

.

in

still

growing by eighty-

is

six million people per year."

This

growth

explosive

of population

creating

is

Much

pressures on the limited resources of earth.

enormous environmental

population-associated environment

degradation specially pertaining to depletion of agricultural resource base occurs in

For instance,

developing countries."

Asia the Newly Industrialized Countries (NIC)

in

have caused severe environmental decline
particularly in the developing countries

whose untreated waste

is

is

road to development."

accompanied by

a

new

cities

million people, has lost 20 percent of arable land since late 1950s."

"A ATIQ RAHMAN ET AL..
312 (UPL 1998).
:

:i

CONSUMPTION

V.

POPULATION-WHICH

IS

6

now hold 350

China

is

suffering

THE CLIMATE BOMB

On Our Way to Ten Billion Human Beings: A comment on
COLO?.! INT'L ENVTL. L. AND POL^Y 235 (1994).

Elizabeth Rohrbough.

Population. 5

industrial process,

environmental problems because of the

China, for example whose

high density of people and industry.

This growth

movement of people

rise to urbanization, thus

to cities accentuates local

4

Moreover population

adding to environmental degradation.

growth and industrialization has given
from small settlements

in their

Sustainability

and

" REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT.
U.N. International Conference on Population and Development,
[hereinafter referred to as 1994 Population Report].
23

Norman Myers. Global Population and Emergent

SECURITY. 28
24
25

26

(Nicholas Polunin eds.

World Resources

Institute.

1

at 15.

POPULATION AND GLOBAL

Pressures, in

998).

World Resources 1992-93.

at

42 (Oxford University

Id. at 4.

Joel L.

U.N. Doc. A/CONF.171/13 (1994)

Swerdlow, National Geographic.

1

1

October 1998

at

1

1.

Press. 1992).

1

?

10

from

air pollution also for reliance

on coal as a major energy source.

27
.

Following a

process of industrialization. Taiwan faces a severe ecological degradation, the
pollution created being an issue of critical health hazard."

darkens the sky of Seoul.
Pakistan

are

experiencing

environment which

is

air

In Korea, sulphurous haze

Other parts of South Asia, particularly India. Bangladesh.
the

parallel to

effect

its ill

of galloping

population

pressure

on

their

conceived and unregulated industrialization."

Not

only Asia, but also most African countries are also facing the effects of population
pressure alongwith global climate change. Deforestation, land clearing, increased energy

demand,

and

production

patterns

are

among

contribution

Africa's

global

to

environmental change/

According

to the projection

of United Nations Population Division, the next 35

years will see a further increase to 8.5 billion people/
3.2 billion the United Nations predicts that less than

countries and at least three billion that

is

1

Of the

projected increase of

200 millions

will be in the

some

developed

95 percent will be in the less developing

,_

countries.

There are however, divergences of opinion as to whether there
or not?

is

a limit to growth

Population issues have led to an increasingly contentious public policy debate

internationally and

two competing theories vie

for

dominance

in the debate.

The two

27

China-The Poisoned Earth. Time, 29 April 1991. at 27.
Far Eastern Economic Review. 19 September 1991 at 12.
29
Elizabeth Rohrbough, On Our Way- to Ten Billion Human Beings: A comment on Suslainability and
Population, 5 COLO. J INT'L ENVTL. L. AND POL'Y 235 (1994)
30
The Nairobi Declaration on Climate Change. International Conference on Global Warming and Climate
28

Change: African Perspectives. African Centre for Technology Studies. Nairobi, May 1990.
31
BiM Allen. Editorial, National Geographic, October 1998.
32
Norman Myers, Global Population and Emergent Pressures, in POPULATION AND GLOBAL
SECURITY. 31 (Nicholas Polunin eds. 1998 ).

11

major theories on the subject namely the

how

demographics" offer competing views on
stabilized population

first

to

growth" and

"supply side

the developed world largely achieved

and on the other hand about

how

to affect

such stabilization

in the

J

developing world.

The

"limits

and the more acknowledged view popularly termed as

"limits to growth"

holds that population growth intensifies environmental degradation, diminishes and

Adherents of

exhausts natural resources/

this

view believe

that the Earth has a finite

carrying capacity and the world will undergo massive starvation to realign population

with

finite resources.

The

historical forefather

economist Thomas R. Malthus

political

who

implications of rapid population growth for

of
in

'limits to growth*

1798 was the

first

human development. 3

"

was

the English

to

address the

Malthus'

argument of geometric population growth versus arithmetic food production

analytical

5

capability"

remained

at

the center of the contemporary majority viewpoint.

modern Malthusians include

a

the world system

is

amount of available

However,

wide range of environmental impacts and both renewable

and non-renewable natural resources. There

is

no doubt

that the

because of a diminishing resource base.

J

natural resources per person in the world

overshoot and collapse of

Evidence shows
is falling.

that the

Thus even with

suitable

technological advancement, with a view to non-renewable resources,

53

D. Ringel. The Population Policy Debate

Andrew

Side Demographics, 6
'

4

Id

at

basic

GEO. INT'L ENVTL.

L.

And The World Bank:

REV. 215

Limits To

Growth

vs.

food

Supply

(1993).

213.

THOMAS R. MALTHUS, AN ESSAY ON THE PR1CIPLE OF POPULATION OR A VIEW OF ITS
PAST AND PRESENT EFFECTS ON HUMAN HAPPINESS. 31 (6 ed. Ward. Lock and Company

35

th

1890).
36

left unchecked by the natural constraints of limited food
approximately every twenty five years. See Id. at 4-7.
doubling
resources would proeress geometrically

Malthus* theory concluded that populations

See THOMAS R. MALTHUS. AN ESSAY ON THE PRICIPLE OF POPULATION OR A VIEW OF
th
ITS PAST AND PRESENT EFFECTS ON HUMAN HAPPINESS. 3 (6 ed. Ward. Lock and Company

37

1

1

890).

12

production, population control, there are limits to growth and only population limitation

make any

could possibly

real

impact on combating the "overshoot"."

In contrast "Supply side demographics* counter

1

by relying on technology, they

argue that population growth fosters economic development by forcing technological
innovation and more efficient resource allocation to sustain the increases

They contend

that the

fundamental resource

more people

societies opted for

is

in

population/

people. Through period of history

add

to strengthen the family to

many

More people

labor.

created a larger market for goods and services, stimulating development, innovation and
propelling advancement.

becomes

40
It's

principle arguments are 1) any time a natural resource

scarce, market responds to account for such scarcity

41

2) as the cost of the

resource increases, innovators creates newer technologies that either produce more

demand

resource or reduce

4-

for

it.

They believe

that the

advanced pace of technology

can address the problems created by population pressures and point
standard of living

is

increasing despite the

boom

in

population.

4

to areas

where

'

But today simultaneously with rapid population growth significant improvement
Therefore, the conditions of low population

has taken place in production methods.

density on fertile land and labor-intensive technology are

now

On

diminishing.

the

contrary the less developed countries borrow capital to buy equipment in order to create

r,s

39

MF.ADOWS ET
Andrew

AL..

THE LIMITS TO GROWTH.

D. Ringel. The Population Policy Debate

221 (Pan Books. London 1974).

And The World Band:

Limits To

GEO. INT-LENVTL. L. REV. 215. 216 (1993).
The Growing Human Population. Scientific American September

Growth

vs.

Supply-

Side Demographics. 6
40
41

iZ

Nathan Keyfitz.

RINGEL

supra note, 39.

at

1989

at

1

19.

2 18.

Id

43

Arnold W. Reitze.

44

A ATIQ

Jr.

RAHMAN

313 (UPL 1998).

Population. Consumption and Environment,

ET

AL..

CONSUMPTION

V.

12 Fall Nat. Resources

POPULATION-WHICH

IS

&

Env't 89.

THE CLIMATE BOMB?

13

employment

for

large

their

segments of unemployed population.

equipment

This

designed and manufactured in developed countries requires fewer hands to run

4 ""
it.

Trends show that the successes of the green revolution are also coming

The per

capita production of food

is

falling

worldwide

46

and the technology

an end.

to

that rescued

of the developing world from starvation during 1960"s and 1970"s has

large portions

Furthermore the Supply side demographic

reached a point of diminishing returns.

analysis ignores in most part the environmental impact of rapid population growth.

However, both these theories are of significance because they are accepted by
international institutions.

population policy.

48

Both have provided theoretical foundations and played a

Regardless of the view to which one adheres, both views have

influenced world population policies.

The

*

limits to growth"

the dominant view in the United Nations system, the

However, the

role in

revisionist

is

officially

Mexico

institutionalized as

World Bank, and

view has also influenced world population

the International Conference on Population in

Reagan administration,

view

the media.

policies. In

1984

at

City, the United States under the

adopted the revisionist view, declaring

that population

MUHAMMAD MASUM. POPULATION AND ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION: A CASE STUDY
OF BANGLADESH. 263(1991).
"
LESTER R BROWN. WORLTWATCH INSTITUTE. STATE OF THE WORLD 1994: A WORLD
WATCH INSTITUTE REPORT ON PROGRESS TOWARD A SUSTAINABLE SOCIEITY. XV (1994).

45

4

"Green Revolution*' world grain production expanded 2.6 fold,
outstripping population growth and increasing per-capita grain harvest by 40° o. However .since 1984 these
trends have reversed. See id. at 177-197 for in-depth discussion of trends and projections of world food

Between 1950 and 1984

as a result of the

production.
4"

LESTER R BROWN.

WATCH

WORLTWATCH

WORLD 1994: A WORLD
TOWARD A SUSTAINABLE SOCIEITY. 178-87

INSTITUTE. STATE OF THE

INSTITUTE REPORT ON PROGRESS

(1994).
48

Andrew

D. Ringel. The Population Polic\- Debate

Side Demographics. 6

w

Id.

at

213. 215.

GEO. INT'L ENVTL.

L.

And The World Band:

REV.

215. 222 (1993).

Limits To

Growth

vs.

Supply-

14

growth did not impede economic development."
the United States reversed

its

With the change

in the U.S. presidency

position and re-adopted the limits to growth philosophy

concerning population growth. The "limits to growth* view which advocates sustainable

development, directly impacts world population policies. In
Population

Conference

was

address

to

the

mandate of the 1994

fact, the

between

interrelationships

sustainable

11

development, sustained economic growth, and population.'"

C. Impact of Population

The

interactions

Growth on Environment

between people and

environment are complex.

their

The

population environment problem derives from two excesses: expanding population and

expanding consumption.

The impact of any human group on
product of three different factors.

The

the environment can be usefully viewed as the

first is

the

number of people,

measure of the average person's consumption of resources and

One measure of the impact of human

these

two

base,

synonymous with environmental

factors.

V1

equation I=PAT.'

They noted

that

sustainability

the

is

the second

is

some

finally the product

activities

upon a

of

local resource

given by Ehrlich and Holdren"s

impact of any population or nation upon

"

Andrew D. Ringel. The Population Policy Debate and the World Bank: Limits to Growth vs. Supply-Side
Demographics. 6 GEO. 1NT*L ENVT'L L.REV. 213. 215 (1993). U.S. Delegate James Buckley stated,
"The relationship between population and economic development is not a negative one. Indeed, both in the
American experience and in the economic history of most advanced nations, population growth has been an
essential element in
51

economic progress".

REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON POPOULATION AND DEVELOPMENT.

U.N. International Conference on Population and Development, at 14. U.N. Doc. A/CONF. 171/13 (1994)
;:
Ehrlich first described this analytical relationship in 1974. See PAUL R. & ANNE H. EHRLICH, THE

POPULATION EXPLOSION 16(1990).
A detailed discussion of I=PAT equation

J3

Resources, Environment 715 (1997).

can be found

in

Paul R. Ehrlich et

al.,

Ecoscience: Population.

.

15

environmental sources

damage done by

is

a product of its population (P).

the particular technology (T)

its

level

of affluence (A), and the

which supports

that affluence.

54

The

application of this equation to existing population and consumption data leads the

Ehrlichs" to

come

to the conclusion that

a pace unprecedented in

human

history.

we

are depleting our environmental resources

Under

'

the

I=PAT

analysis, the industrialized

nations are overpopulated because of their disproportionate environmental impact.

Increased

demand outweighs environment's

'

b

ability to replenish its resources

consumption needs of a growing population exert pressure on the environment

number of ways.

on

and
in a

Since the developing countries economies are primarily based on

agriculture, they take recourse to either extensive or intensive cultivation for meeting

their

requirement of food/

which leads

to erosion

7

In the

and there

former case marginal land

is

eventual loss of

caused by deforestation, and over-logging

changes

When

in

brought under cultivation

Flooding

fertility."

directly related to the

is

also

demand from ever

Deforestation in turn causes soil erosion, siltation. Hooding in

expanding populations/
river basins,

is

soil

is

microclimate and loss of habitat.

cultivation extends to low-lying areas, the traditional habitat of fish

is

encroached upon. Shrinkage of pastureland adversely affects both quantity and quality of
livestock resources. In the latter case

M Robert

i.e..

when

intensive cultivation

is

practiced on the

Goodland & Herman E. Daly. Imperatives for Environmental Sustainability: Decrease
Overconsumption and Stabilize Population in POPULATION AND GLOBAL SECURITY at
1

53

J. A.

17(Nicholas Polunin eds., 1998).
Paula Abrams.

From Malthus

to the Millennium: Population

Law and Policy

Introduction. 28

ENVTL.L.

1091 (1997).
56
57

Id

Law And Development In Developing Nations:
Agenda Setting, Articulation. And Institutional Participation. 7 TUL. ENVTL.L. J. 394 (1994).
58
MUHAMMAD MASUM.POPULATION AND ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION: A CASE STUDY
C. Russell H. Shearer. International Environmental

OFBANLADESH.
59

261 (1991).

MASUM supra note 58, at 26

1

16

same or shrinking

due to increased demand generated for housing and

agricultural land

construction of social and physical infrastructural facilities by the additional population
the following problems are normally encountered:

hazards from chemical

fertilizers

and pesticides, reduced genetic diversity

population, water logging and salinity from irrigation.

In order to

increased run off and ecological

6

absorb the growing labor force in productive employment, the only

plausible option remains industrialization and that

is

accompanied by rapid urbanization

which puts enormous pressure on an already over-burdened system,
supply and sewerage.
shortages at

in the plant

61

Hence

some time during

forty

the year.

particularly water

percent of the world population faces water

6

Environmental impacts of growing populations are acute

in a

developing country

as the pursuit of development exerts greater pressure on environmental resources.

Growth pre-supposes investment.
of

environmental

resources.

Higher investment obviously implies rapid depletion

Development

projects

implemented

environmental impact assessment cause major environmental hazards.
experiences inequitable growth

6

i.e..

when

the fruits of

without

When

proper

a country

growth are not equitably shared

and skewness of income distribution accentuates resource depletion, environmental
degradation proceeds

at

a greater pace.

64

On one

hand, production and consumption

pattern get distorted in favor of high energy intensive products

the other hand the poor and the

6"

unemployed

demanded by

the rich, on

are forced to eke out their living from

MASUM supra note 58 at 265.

61

Id.
b2
/d.
b
'

Agenda
64

Law And Development In Developing Nations:
And Institutional Participation. 7 TUL. ENVTL.L. J. 394 (1994).

C. Russell H. Shearer. International Environmental

Id

at

Setting, Articulation,

395.

open

17

access natural resources.

b

*

Besides poverty

The "poverty-resource depletion

cycle"

is

usually recognized as the greatest polluter.

shows a linkage between increasing

economic development and environmental degradation.

World population growth
greenhouse gas.

6
'

is

birth rates,

66

a significant contributing factor in the emission of

Population growth also impacts global warming in several ways.

increasing population

demands more power, energy, and

An

transportation resulting in the

greater use of fossil fuels.

Still

the role of population in environmental decline

political, social

is

a

complex one.

Since

and economic factors affect resource per capita, hence reducing births

the developing countries will not yield the environmental sustainability.

natural

68

in

The depletion of

resources financed by the developed countries has a greater impact on the

environment than the numbers of people using resources
Therefore,

an

effective

environmental

sustainability

in the

policy

developing world.

69

mandates national and

international reordering of priorities.

63

66

MASUM.™/?ranote58.
Dr.

James Lee. The Global Environment: Challenges, Choices and mil. 16 ENVTL.L.

REP

10255

(1986).

NANCY BIRDSALL. ANOTHER LOOK AT POPULATION AND GLOBAL WARMING.
BANK ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT. WORKING PAPER NO. 1020: (1992).
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WORLD

1

68

Population and the Environment in Developing Countries: Literature Survey and Research Bibliography,
U.N. Doc. No. ESA/P/WP. 123 (1994) at Ch. IV, C.

D.

The

History of Population Debate

The population debate
economic and
Plato

social welfare has

not of a

new

origin.

The impact of population on

been debated since ancient times.

70

Both Aristotle and

argued that successful city-states required optimal population

advocated governmental action
in its

is

modern form

to

size,

achieve the desired population balance.

71

It

appeared

as long ago as the eighteenth century, the specific issue being the

relationship between population and

means of subsistence.

First Stage:

1.

As

early as 1763. English clergyman and economist

about the ever-increasing growth of population and
predicted that population

arithmetically and

its

Thomas Malthus

raised concern

impact on environment. Malthus

would expand geometrically whereas food production

would not keep pace with

the increased

Laurie E. Mazur.

Beyond

the

grow

2

in BEYOND THE NUMBERS:
AND THE ENVIRONMENT 35 995-96).

Numbers: An Introduction And Overview,

A READER ON POPULATION. CONSUMPTION.
As

will

demand of growing numbers

of people and thus the world population would reach limits of sustainability.'

"

and they

(

early as the sixth century B.C.. Confucius argued that " excessive growth

1

may reduce

output per

PAUL NEURATH. FROM MALTHUS
TO THE CLUB OF ROME AND BACK: PROBLEMS OF LIMITS TO GROWTH. Population Control,
worker, repress levels of living for the masses and engender strife"

and Migrations 6 (1994).
71

PAUL NEURATH. FROM MALTHUS TO THE CLUB OF ROME AND BACK: PROBLEMS OF
GROWTH. Population Control and Migrations. 6 1994).
THOMAS R. MALTHUS. POPULATION: THE FIRST ESSAY. 23 (University of Michigan Press

LIMITS TO
:

1959)(I798).

.

(

19

The

first scientific

population conference was held in Brussels in 1853 to perfect

census-making methods.

was followed between 1876 and 1912 by numerous

It

meetings dealing with the relationship between population and hygiene.'
Margaret Sanger, a pioneer of family planning, organized on her
conference
Scientific

led to the creation

^

She was instrumental

in 1925.'

in

1927.

a

initiative

of the International Union for the

There she attempted

organizing the World Population Conference
to steer the

was

the sole focus

on

League of Nations

to take action

in

on

During the inter-war period the European

population control but did not succeed.'

continent

In

Study of Population (IUSSP). focussed on demographic phenomena and social

development.

Geneva

Geneva which

in

own

4

interest in population debate

and was centered on the

fears about decline in population.

Second stage

2.

(

1945-1965)

The end of the second world was marked
approaches

to population,

key element

in this

period

and

was

US emerged

and

a turning point in the scientific

as the

main actor

in

both areas.

the establishment of the United Nations,

population debate an international dimension and platform.

Among

'

political

The other

which gave the

the specialized

UN

bodies created was the Population Commission, set up in 1946 to deal with population

RICHARD SYMONDS & MICHAEL CARDER. THE UNITED NATIONS AND THE POPULATION
QUESTION 1945-70 at 12(1973).
73

''Id.
'-

Id.

RICHARD SYMONDS & MICHAEL CARDER. THE UNITED NATIONS AND THE POPULATION
QUESTION 1945-70 at 13(1973).
7b

77

Id.
1%
\d.

20
issues multilaterally.

Its

main function was

to prepare

world population projections and

carry out studies of population dynamics trends and impacts.'

Conference

has recently been renamed the Population and Development Commission

it

to reflect the

widening of its competence.

many

This second stage, also undergone

demography, structured trapping
population Division's

IUSSP

first

(FAO)

Organization
81

A

international

economic

to

for

scientific

development, improved tools of

demographers, and the finalization of the

UN

UN

and

worldwide population projections.

held a conference in

nations.

Following the Cairo

Rome

statistics

most particularly

similar conference took place in Belgrade

factor in development'

1954. the

under the auspices of the Food and Agriculture

promote collection of

community's attention

In

for the

first

time to

in

1964 and

fertility's

developing

in

role

it

drew

the

as a socio-

~

Third stage (1966-1994)

3.

was not

It

until

1962

that the

General Assembly passed a Resolution on Population

Growth and Economic Development.
221

1

83

of 1966 called for training centers

The United Nations General Assembly
to

resolution

be established and for pilot schemes to guide

the developing nations in devising and implementing population programs.

To

carry

ROBERT CLIQUET & KRIST1AAN THIENPONT. POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT: A
MESSAGE FROM THE CAIRO CONFERENCE, x (1995).
80
STANLEY P.JOHNSON. WORLD POPULATION AND THE UNITED NATIONS. 12 (1987).
79

81

Id.
82

Id. at
8?

14.

RICHARD SYMONDS & MICHAEL CARDER. THE UNITED NATIONS AND THE POPULATION

QUESTION:
84

1945-70.212(1973).

MESSAGE FROM THE CAIRO, supra

note 51.

21

out that task, in 1967 the

UN

set

up a

name of the United Nation's Fund

trust

fund that began operating

for Population Activities

(UNFPA).

placed under the direct authority of the General Assembly. Between

UN
in

in

1

1969 under the

8:>

1972

In

974 and

1

it

was

994 the

held three population conferences in Bucharest in 1974. in Mexico City in 1984 and

Cairo in 1994.

These marked a break with the past as they were

political

and not aimed

at technical

issues or proliferation.

States representatives discussed political trends and adopted

measures designed

implemented by each nation.

to be

The motto "development

best contraceptive* received endorsement at the Bucharest

in

1974 and continues

to

is

the

World Population Conference

be a foundational principle for international population policy.

The Bucharest Conference therefore recognized

that

demography

is

but one element

of the socio-economic system and called for review of each participating country's law

which bear

directly or indirectly

implementation.

88

The Bucharest conference adopted

which was reviewed ten years
thrust.

on population and the reform of those

later in

a

World Population Plan of Action,

Mexico City without any

The Cairo Conference adopted

a

for effective

significant changes in

Program of Action extending 20

years,

its

which

on

replaced the 1974 plan.

The

three population conferences

The Bucharest Conference was held

at

were held

in very

difficult ideological contexts.

the industrialized nation's request.

In the light

of

85

Id.
86

Nafis Sadik. The Role of the United Nations: From Conflict to Consensus in POPULATION POLICY:
ISSUES. 204 (Godfrey Roberts ed.. 1990).
Gita Sen. Women .Poverty And Population: Issues For The Concerned Environmentalists, in Population

CONTEMPORARY
87

and Environment. Rethinking the Debate. 74 (Lourdes Arizpe
88

QUESTION:
89

et al.. eds.. 1994).

RICHARD SYMONDS &MICHAEL CARDER. THE UNITED NATIONS AND THE POPULATION
Id

1945-70.214(1973).

22
the proposed

New

Economic Order

International

90

the

was whether

issue

reduction would promote economic development or vice versa.

91

fertility

The countries of South

development whereas, the industrialized nations argued

stressed the primacy of

without family planning and

fertility

that

reduction South* s economies would be unable to

take off.

The

relationship

factious.

between population and economic development continued

Neo-Malthusians

development can take
reduction of

insists that fertility rates

must be lowered before economic

Other theorists contend that development

'

off.

4

fertility rates.

to be

is

the key to the

This theoretical polarization in turn yields very different

perspectives on population regulation. Programs designed primarily to reduce birth rates

focus almost completely on contraception and sterilization, often without addressing the

critical social constructs,

which motivate people

to

The Mexico City Conference was held
countries,

high

which by

population.

assistance. In the

as

"

it

The

that time

They

was beginning

sought

for

New

International

is

"a natural

insistence

attention

COLO.J. INT'L ENVTL.

L.

of the developing

of the effects of

technical

for

US

phenomenon

and

their

financial

adopted a new approach

neither

good nor bad"

in

U.N General Assembly
Economic Order, The Programme
Economic Order and the Charter of Economic Rights

Economic Order was contained

of Action on the Establishment of New International
and Duties of States (CERDS).
91
Elizabeth Rohrbaugh, On Our Way To Ten Billion
92

the

Conference no consensus was reached and

resolutions: the Declaration on the Establishment of a

Population. 5

at

to feel the pressure

international

stressed population growth

call

have many children.

New

in

three

International

Human

Beings:

A Comment On

Sustainahility

And

& POL'Y 235. 240(1994).

Nafis Sadik. The Role of the United Nations: From Conflict to Consensus in
ISSUES. 204 (Godfrey Roberts ed.. 1990).

POPULATION POLICY:

CONTEMPORARY

Margaret Sanger and Dr. George Drysdale are two advocates of neo-Malthusians who argue
overpopulation causes poverty. Contraception and family planning must reduce the fertility rate before
economic growth can occur. Paul Meadows, Toward a Socialized Population Policy, in Population Control

93

and

Politics 443.

445 (Joseph

J,

Spengler

& Otis

D.Duncan

eds., 1956).

9
itself.

\

It

announced a swift reversal

in policy

by stressing

that the goal to be

pursued

economic development must remain same and population growth reduction
slow economic growth.

linked to

necessarily

advocated free trade, international
In Cairo the ideological

6
.

aid. diversification

of

Instead

fertility

of investment.

is

not

reduction

US

97

background was completely different focussing mostly on

gender inequities, alleviation of poverty and religious and identity based movements.

The Cairo Conference endorsed a new

strategy,

which focuses on meeting the needs of
go

individual

woman

man

and

rather

than

on

demographic

achieving

targets.

It

underscored the links between development and population. The Cairo Program of

Action will be discussed

E. Population

The conscious
in

at

length in Chapter IV of this study.

Law and

relating

Policies

of law

to population is

of a comparatively

order to combat the galloping pace of world population

is

it

new

origin.

increasingly important for

the adjustment of state law. regulations, appropriation and administrative structures.

embraces
into

all

of the governmental decisions that are put into

action."

It

takes

legislation,

But

official

Law

form and translated

administrative regulations and executive order to

BETSY HARTMANN. REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS AND WRONGS: THE GLOBAL POLITICS OF
POPULATION CONTROL, 157(1995).
STANLEY P. JOHNSON. WORLD POPULATION AND THE UNITED NATIONS. 13 (1987).

94

J

'

96

Martha M. Campbell. School of thought: negotiation analysis adopted

to interest groups active in

international population policy formulation" discussion paper. Population Association of America. April

1995.
97
Id.
98

6
99

Judith E.Jacobson, Population. Consumption,

COLO.

J.

INT'L

L.

& POLY

Population and Law,

1

1

And Environmental

255.256 (1995).
(Luke T.Lee & Arthur Larson eds, 1971).

Degradation: Problems and Solutions,

24
establish systems of family planning, education and services.

appropriate

money

like.

into

some

areas not as obvious as contraception,

new

concept, prior to 1952 most government

'

Although population control
encouraged high birth
1

source of power.

and population growth as people were seen as a

rates

growth by limiting

common.
lives

not a

is

1952 India became the

In

limit population

population

first

10

More than 90

country to adopt an official policy to

Pakistan followed this and today such

fertility.

percent of the

LDC*s

(less

under governments that actively encourage

provides family planing assistance and policies.
place in the current demographic transition

national governments.

and weakness.

takes similar action to

1

abortion and the

policies are

It

earn out population control programs, moreover the relation

to

between law and population reaches

policies

100

The

fertility

fertility

reduction

reduction thus taking

polices vary significantly in their strength

Such as China. Indonesia. Korea. Mexico. Srilanka and Thailand have

strong population policies.

U) ~

Whereas

in India.

Bangladesh. Tunisia. Botswana. Kenya.
{t

Nigeria.

and

taking place with the strong support of

is

Government population

104

developed countries)

Ghana population

'

policies are positive but moderate in enforcement.

other hand in countries like Saudi Arabia.

Burma

the

On

the

government remained largely pro-

r
natalist."

,m
""
"

ld

at 13.

Id. at

14.

,:

'"",

Id

NESS CD. & ANDO

H..

THE LAND

IS

SHRINKING: POPULATION PLANNING IN ASIA.

71

(John Hopkins Universirv Press. 1984).

M

Id. at

75.

105

Id.
'"6

Sir Martin

w

Holdage

SECURITY. 283

m

Id.

&

Prof.

Gay! D. Ness

.

(Nicholas Polunin eds.. 1998).

Hopes for

the Future in

POPULATION AND GLOBAL
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The recent Cairo Program of Action has

set aside the traditional

focus of creating

numerical demographic goals with goals of improving the overall quality of
especially

women

for

The implementation of

and children.

contained in the Program of Action

the

life,

recommendations

the sovereign right of each country, consistent with

is

national laws and development priorities, with full respect for the various religious and

ethical values

and cultural backgrounds of

recognized international

However,

in

human

its

people, and in conformity with universally

108

rights.

countries where the existing laws are largely pro-natalist. often

hinder the implementation of the recommendation set forth in the ambitious text of their
national population policy. Issues like population and development being sensitive in

character, the

which

in

UN

many

and other world body could not dictate national policy or

a cases are inconsistent with the recommendations of the

Laws and governmental

policies discriminate against

in reproduction. This discrimination

ways

are structured in

inferiority.

stereotype

"'"'

is

that perpetuate

into childbearing. while

for

"

female

than for

Latin

For example "around

American women

according to the World Population Survey."."

18.

women

in

which

men

denying them the extra years of education,

women. 40% of Asian women, and 30% of

by the age of

because of their role

gender stereotypes and confirm beliefs

Laws providing younger marriageable ages

women

UN.

largely a response to patriarchal systems,

preparation and experience that are accorded to men.

African

women

legislation,

108

'

50%

of

are married

In Bangladesh,

women

1994 POPULATION REPORT supra note 51, at 14.
RUTH DIXON-MUELLER. POPULATION POLICY & WOMEN'S RIGHTS-TRNSFORMING
REPRODUCTIVE CHOICE. 23 (1993).
Nafis Sadik. Investing in Women: The Focus of the '90s. in BEYOND THE NUMBERS: A READER
ON POPULATION CONSUMPTION AND THE ENVIRONMENT. 21 (Laurie Ann Mazur eds.. 1994).
I0I)

'

l0

m Id

.
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are pressured to get married at a
1

marriage

is

1 1

1

which have any bearing
the

2

.6 years.

young age and. consequently the average age of

In Bangladesh, a

moderately

liberal Islamic country, the laws,

The laws of both

to population policy, are pro-natalist in nature.

Muslims and Hindus and other

respective communities,

which

in

ethnical groups are based on religious scriptures of the

most cases are not compatible with the

international

family planning and population policies. In Bangladesh there exists no legislation to
support or favor population control. Moreover, prevalent methods of family planning and

birth control

have been made punishable

Abortion, for example

is

in its legislative system.

in section

312

to

"'

Code

sections of the country

316 provides

for penal provision for

regulated under the Penal

and the Penal code of Bangladesh

11

causing miscarriage or injuries to unborn children and makes abortion a punishable
crime.

114

In all cases

except on medical grounds abortion

is

punishable with imprisonment from 3 years to transportation of

rigidity

and inappropriateness of laws on contraception,

a criminal offense and

life

and

sterilization,

fine.

"^
.

minimum

Similar

ages of

marriage are also worsening the gap between reality and proclaimed population goals.

The

link

between abortion and population growth was recognized by Justice

Blackmun writing
that

"population

Supreme Court majority

for a U.S.

growth

tends

...

to

complicate

in

...

Wade where

Roe

v.

the

problem [of abortion]".

However, few environmental and population groups have reinforced
Since the issue of abortion

"" See generally Sadik. supra note
1,3

In

Sved

Iqbal

&

John

L.

THE REVOLUTION

1,5

I

so divisive, there

was

IN

this connection.

a tendency to avoid this issue for

10. at 209.

And Pakistan: Motives Vs. Means.
ASIAN FERTILITY: DIMENSIONS. CAUSES, AND IMPLICATIONS, 86

Cleland. High Fertility In Bangladesh. Nepal

Alam eds.. Oxford 1993).
Bangladesh Penal Code 1806, Section 312.
Bangladesh Penal Code 1806. Section 312.

(Richard Leete and Iqbal
114

is

he observed

27
long. Regardless of theological basis for the

condemnation of abortion, the

prohibition have been traumatic and tragic due to

human

Health Organization has documented over 200.000

effects

its

The World

sufferings caused.

women

of

die each year from botched

'

illegal abortions.

Although the Cairo Program of Action could not be specific on

this issue

population and the socio-economic effect of illegality of abortion, there

momentum

an open

by Vatican's
letter to

effort to thwart a plan to limit the

and population

stabilization.

many

on abortion

which prohibit

it

world population growth sent

Increasingly population analysts, organizations and the

most

is

a positive step towards safe

motherhood

Thus, abortion played a very significant role in lowering

countries of the world where

rate in China. Japan. East

restrictions

a worldwide

Vatican whereby they asked for explanation for blocking access to

are feeling, that liberalization of abortion

fertility in

is

towards liberalization of abortion. Recently 126 women's organization being

family planning and abortion.

UN

to

from Vatican and extreme Islamic countries, with the rapid increase of

resistance

frustrated

due

it

has been legalized.

European countries are attributable

in those countries.
9

strictly."

The declining

to the fact

birth

of softening the

Ironically, abortion rates are highest in states,

For instance, countries such as Romania suffered from

the highest rates of abortion despite Ceaucescu's draconian penalties and enforcement.

Tragically even the historical and religious doctrinal basis for the prohibition of

abortion has been misunderstood.

116
117

Roe

v.

Wade. 410 U.S.

As

early

as

in

medieval

era.

the

great

Catholic

113. 116(1973).

Jodi L. Jacobson. Abortion In

A New

Light, In

WORLD- WATCH READERr ON GLOBAL

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 284. 287 (1991).
118

Paul Lewis.

Section A4.
1,9

Id.

Women's Group Attack Vatican

's

Stance on Population Plan.

NY

Times. July

2,

1999

28

Thomas Aquinas adopted

theologian

his teachings

until the

"was

it

mid

the Aristotelian notion of quickening.

clear that ensoulment did not take place at conception".

before quickening.

common

1

12

was not

It

October 29. 1588 when Pope Sixtus

until

This was reversed by Pope Gregory

869 when

1

the time of

at

regardless of quickening.

in the

Humanae

artificial

birth

permissible as

control.

it

towards

"

goals

set

"

'"

dogma

rested until

for

any

at

the

condemned

abortion, but

of pregnancy, that

is

all

after 12- 16

1994

Cairo

was held

forms of

weeks of

population

to assess the progress

conference

for unrestricted access to safe abortions in countries

recommendations

that

have

to

which

where

adopted
1

it

curb the world's population growth that

drawn objections

from

several

conservative

Karen Breslau. Overplanned Parenthood: Ceaucescu 's Cruel Law. Newsweek. Jan 22, 1990. at 35.
Jr.. An Almost Absolute Value in History-, in THE MORALITY OF ABORTION:

Jodi L. Jacobson. Abortion In

Jr..

A New

Light, In

An Almost Absolute

33 (John T. Noonan eds.. 1970).
World-Watch Reader on Global Environmental

1.

Value in History, in

LEGAL AND HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES.

1,

Issues

THE MORALITY OF ABORTION:

33 (John T. Noonan

eds., 1970).

124

Id.
125

MARTIN

E.
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Paul Lewis. Conference Adopts Plan

On

"6

is legal.

John T. Noonan.

284.287(1991).
123
John T. Noonan.

126

fetus,

permissible.

LEGAL AND HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES.
22

this official

Again the prescription of Islamic law renders abortion

The Conference reached agreement on a plan

121

issued the

There followed even more extreme declarations, culminating

July 2. 1999 a United Nations Conference

recommendations

includes

XIV and

Pope Pius IX abortion was again banned

states that at the early stage

is

V

homicide regardless of the age of the

Vitae of 1968. which not only

conception abortion

On

Even

law and the laws of United States permitted abortion

bull Effraenatam that declared abortion to be
12 "

121

to

to late 1800s. doctors lobbied for abortion laws in order to protect their

professional turf and

fetus.

According

213-214 (1995).
at A3.

Limiting Population, N.Y. Times, 3 July 1999

29

Muslims and Roman Catholic
world religions

still

countries.

"

Therefore

it

can be noted that although the

exert major influence in the struggle towards solution for world

population stabilization, there are renewed mobilization

among

population activists to

response to the obstacle posed by religious dogmas.
Population stabilization does not require drastic or Draconian measures or law.

could be stabilized without coercive measures

and family planning amenities

to every

women

)

expanded

their existing family planning

governments provided contraceptives

of childbearing age. Even

not fully achieve such a goal, stabilization might

1

if

still

be attained

if

if

nations could

nations

programs, encourage modern approaches

towards interpretation of religious dogmas 2) fostered

and permitted economic growth to

it

raise

liberal policies

world incomes,

of free trade

particularly

those

in

developing countries.

127

at

Paul Lewis. 126

A4.

Women's Group

Attack Vatican's Stance on Population Plan, N.Y. Times. 2 July 1999

CHAPTER III
Policy Debate on Environment, Development,

A. Sustainable Development:

and Population

The Changing Paradigm of the 1990s

The awareness of the environment and man's

ability to cause

damage

to

it

began

in

the developed countries since the fifties of this century. Prominent person such as Rachel

Carson
in the

in her

seminal work "Silent Spring" as well as Barry

Commoner and

Paul Ehrlich

United States gave early warning of the adverse environmental impacts of

activities.

I28

human

They described examples of degradation of the environment from human

activities including toxic industrial

wastes and pesticides as well as other

pollutants that had cause widespread havoc in places like

air

and water

Love Canal and Los Angeles. 129

At the same time, the continuously growing use of non-renewable resources such as
fuels,

the

metals and other minerals as well as the growing

possibility

population raised fears of

of exhausting the earth's store of such resources. These fear were

articulated in the

works of the Club of Rome and published

Growth". The culmination of these
environmental impacts of the
wastes led to the

in

human

fossil

first

efforts

human

in their

book "Limits

and the widespread realization of the adverse

activity particularly

major world conference on the

from

industrial

Human Environment

in

and urban

Stockholm

1972.

SALEEMUL HUQ & A. ATIQ RAHMAN, ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT LINKAGES:
AN INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE 70(1991).
128

129

Id. at

to

39.

30

31

The Preamble of the Stockholm declaration

stressed the need for the developing

countries to link their development efforts with environmental safeguards and also for the

industrialized countries to

developing countries.

1

make
At

efforts to reduce the

that point the Third

gap between industrialized and

world view was that environmental

problems are the luxuries of rich and industrialized nations.

131

Thus the Stockholm

Declaration and Action plan reflected the agenda of third world countries. Economic and

social

development was stated as a condition of environmental protection and

recognized that "a distinction

is

necessary in applying environmental norms according to

the state of development of different countries"*.

The

advance

Development
environment

in

in

human

of

which they

132

has

civilization

a process by

itself is

it

live so as to

been

founded

on

development.

which people have progressively

enhance the production of food,

altered the

fibers,

and

fuels,

useful to humanity, and to build settlements and create social structures that enhance our

quality of

life.

The world today

is

Over development, unsustainable
of materials and energy
of pollution

in

in

mosaic of over-development and under development.
long term,

is

In

many

and the quality of human

of the Earth's systems on which people

cases development itself damages the physical environment

life.

Under-development

acute poverty and accompanying

At the international

manifest in the excessive consumption

most of the world's industrialized countries, and the generation

that threatens to upset the functioning

everywhere depend.

130

a

level this

ill

is

seen

in its

most distressing form

health and hopelessness that such poverty engenders.

view manifested

itself in

the formation of the

THE WORLD COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT. OUR

FUTURE.
131

Id.

43(1991).

in

World

COMMON

32

Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) by
mid-eighties which

came

to

be popularly

known

the United Nations in the

as the Brundtland

Commission with members from both countries of North

Commission.

lj ~

This

as well as South held a series of

public and private consultations with leaders, experts, government and people in different

regions of the world and published

its

report called.

"Our

Common

Future'

which

proposed the concept of "sustainable development" as a global goal which was defined as
'"development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to

meet

their

own

needs".

134

Its

mandate was

environmental and development issues, and formulation of
with them.

dealing

Thus such an integrated approach

in

to

examine the

realistic

critical

approaches for

development policies

if

environmentally sound would lead to sustainable economic development for both the

developed and developing nations.

Terminology often
place over the

last

I3?

reflects the vision

influential

reflected an

The paradigm

decade from a model termed development

development studies undertaken

agenda of

that

time period.

to the

The Brandt Commission

unfolds this remarkable transformation.

most

of the world.

136
It

in the late

shift that

took

term sustainability

report

is

one of the

1970s and early 1980s and

includes wide range of issues ranging from

mobilizing for necessary funds for development to improving Third World participation

in international trade to

32

133

& D.SHELTON. INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW. 52 (1991).
THE WORLD COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT. OUR COMMON
A. KISS

FUTURE.
154

16

21 (1991).

THE WORLD COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT. OUR

FUTURE.
133

food and energy deficits. However, environmental degradation in

A.

COMMON

43(1987).

KISS

&

D.

SHELTON. INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW, 44

Dieter Koenig. Sustainable Development: Linking Global Environment

Cooperation

in

BEYOND THE NUMBERS

2

(

Change

Laurey A. Mazur eds.. 1992).

(1991).
to

Technology

Si

World was covered only marginally and not on a global

the Third

only after the publication of the Brundtlandt

emerged

sustainability

"

become

.....

no
policy

to

It

was

1987 that the notion of

in

the mainstream paradigm of 1990s*

,-»

L,?

development

.

and deideologization ot the international relations brought about a breakthrough

for the kind of political, economic,

and technological cooperation necessary

ecologically sound development path.

The way from Brandt,
marked

Report

perspective.

as

to

introduction

the

1

"

to

pursue an

9

Brundtland and hence to Rio de Janeiro's Earth Summit

and acceptance of the

notion

of sustainability.

The

terminology

embraces a wider range of ambitions and changed the concept of

development

in

adopting a model that goes

way beyond

Traditionally political and ecological development

trends. This notion presents an interlocked

shaped economic and

system

would be determined by economic
in

140

is

not

wholly

new and

degradation of the Third World was addressed before

1972 Stockholm Conference and since then

it

for the

first

in the

in the

the

of environmental

issue

"The Limits

to

Growth", the

United Nations Environmental Agenda

time recognized the links between the state of world's natural

environment and economic achievement.
sustained without the other.

137

which environmental issues also

political trends.

Although the concept

but

conventional economic theory.

141
It

It

established the fact that one can not be

identified the presence of "global

commons* and

THE BRANDT COMMISSION. NORTH-SOUTH: A PROGRAMME FOR SURVIVAL,

135

(London: Pan Books, 1983).
138

Dieter Koenig. Sustainable Development: Linking Global Environment

Cooperation

in

BEYOND THE NUMBERS.

139

Id.

uo
141

MACNEILL ET
Id

AL..

Change

2 (Laurev A. Mazureds.. 1992).

BEYOND INTERDEPENDENCE.

52 (1993).

to

Technology

the

34
need

for

intergenerational

equity.

However.

~

United

Conference

Nations

Environment and Development (UNCED). although presented many recommendations

new paradigm,

establish this

failure

failed to discuss the

of these recommendations could be weighed.
Sustainable development

is

and application

to

environmental issues.

14 "1

amount of

literature

emerged on

adorable concept but not a widely accepted definition of it has

economists argue that a sustainable policy
across generations.

144

Since

its

its

meaning

Since 1987 this issue has occupied a prominent

position in political discourse, both internationally and domestically.

utilities

to

measures by which the success or

thus difficult to define and operationalize.

inception in the Brudtland Report a large

of

is

one

still

is

It

a politically

been found. For some

that optimizes a discounted

sum of

Others have opined that this optimization or maximization

to be

modified to include the constraints that each succeeding generation enjoy a higher

level

of

utility

the principal

than the preceding one.

drawback remains the

whether a modest

Some have

tax. say

14:>

However, within such range of

difficulty in

on carbon

is

measurement.

likely to

146

How

interpretations

do we measure

improve or hurt future generations?

attempted to define this on the basis of opportunity.

14

Ideally

it

is

desired to

afford a larger set of opportunities to future generations than those afforded to the present

veneration.

FAIRNESS TO FUTURE GENERATIONS: INTERNATIONAL LAW. COMMON PATRIMONY
AND INTERGENERATIONAL EQUITY. 12 (Edith Brown Weiss eds. 1988).
143
Nicholas A Robinson. Comparative Environmental Law Perspectives on Legal Regimes for Sustainable
I4:

IN

1

Development.
144

3

Widner

L.

Symp.

J.

247 (1998).

JOHN PEZZY. SUSTAINIBILITY, INTERGENERATIONAL EQUITY. AND ENVIRONMENTAL

POLICY. 103(1989).
145
,46
147

\d

Robert

W. Hahn. Toward a New Environmental Paradigm,

102

YALE

L.J. 1719.

1748 (1993).

CROSSON. ECONOMICS AND SUSTAINIBILITY:

MICHAEL A. ATOMAN & PIERRE
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321 (1991).

35

One may conclude

that the

term succeeded

in

framing a new.

framework within which subsequent thinkers can maneuver

to reconcile the

world's yearning for "development* with the developed world's

The new terminology aims
and development

to integrate

normative
developing

call for •sustainability*.

long term ecological considerations into economic

The undefined or multi

strategies.

solid,

interpretation

of the

term

nevertheless indicates that the right to development, eradication of poverty, demographic
trends, wasteful

consumption patterns and international financial mechanisms are

all

integrated within the framework.

Thus the process of

international discussion

on environment and development

linkages culminated in the United Nations Conference for Environment and Development

(UNCED). 1992 and

it

was

the

first

comprehensive attempt

to

develop an international

policy agenda on the basis of such a broad set of interlocked task in a global negotiating

framework. The harsh

The

parallel

wastage

in

reality

however, stands between a model and a

existence of underdevelopment in one part of the world and resource

another, poses a fundamentally different reality for the developing countries

for responding to the challenge

1.

political action.

of sustainability from those

in the

North.

North-South debate on Environment and Development

Another major

result

development linkages

of the process of international discussion on environment and

that

had been considerably manifested by

Environment and Development

(UNCED)

at

Rio de Janeiro

UN

in 1992. has

Conference on
been the North

-

South debate

'

on population and consumption.

development theory and the new vision
national

and

international

levels,

developed and developing countries

it

yet

in

Although the paradigm

shift

in

represents had a visible impact on policy at the

there

are

view of how

considerable

between

differences

sustainability can be translated into

policy.

In

calling

UNCED

the northern countries attempted to thwart environmental degradation by

on southern countries

The North has

sustainability.

developing

pursue developmental strategies that would lead to

to

countries

as

a

consistently

major threat

to

pointed

the

global

population

environment.

developing countries of South has countered by showing that
people

in a

increases

is

it

They blamed

Whereas, the

not the

consumption of

its

citizens to be a

much more

number of

the industrialized nations for putting the world in

its

contributing factor.

of strengthening

their

economies and quality of

undue burden on them.

1

"'

UNCED

life, to

1

present environmental

predicament and suggested that making developing countries, which are

to

the

given country that governs the levels of global environmental damage but

rather the per capita

and

in

correct this

at the

threshold

damage would place

provided a forum for the elaboration of these issues

reconcile disagreements over the

intractable conflicts

between the northern-

developed nations that produce most pollution and the southern-less developed nations

148

"While there

is

a certain arbitrariness

and

artificiality to

dividing the world between "developed" and

"developing* "rich and poor' or 'North-South* such designations serve to help define the roles and
in the international legal system today." Robert E. Lutz. The
Export of Danger: A View From the Developed World, 20 N.Y.U. J.'lNT'L L. AND POL. 629.657 (1988).

obligations assigned to developed nations

CRISTOPHER S. WENDEL. CURBING RAPID POPULATION GROWTH: THE CRUX OF
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. 17 THE FLETCHER FORUM OF WORLD AFF. 167. 169 (1993).
150
Laurie E. Mazur. Beyond the Numbers: An Introduction And Overview, in BEYOND THE NUMBERS:
A READER ON POPULATION. CONSUMPTION. AND THE ENVIRONMENT 35 995-96).
149

(

151

Id.

1

37

which

is

overburdened with enormous population and also the responsibility for

conservation and prevention.

UNCED

showed

that there are considerable differences

developing nations in view of

how

sustainability can be translated into policy.

conflicting views have their origin in the inequalities

the chairman of

UNCED

spoke about

this

dilemma

in the

152

These

between nations. Maurice Strong,

as he stated "the gross imbalance that

has been created by the concentration of economic growth

and population growth

between the developed and

in the industrialized countries

developing countries, [requiring] fundamental changes in

both our economic behavior and our international relations
principal challenge of our time."

...

is.

without doubt, the

15

UNCED. some

In the negotiating process leading to

developing counters resented a

perceived attempt to interfere in their national policies through
or environment -linked aid as one-sided conditionally.

1M

new

international regimes

The term

sustainability has

almost exclusively been utilized with regard to the Third world development pollicies and
international aid programs,

whereas

in

fact

economic development and unsustainable

policies of the industrialized nations have been the primary cause for the worst forms of

global environmental degradation resulting in ozone hole, increase in greenhouse gases,

Thus

and global wanning.

for instance, the average per capita

and hence greenhouse gas emissions

in

developed countries

is

energy consumption

many

times higher than

those in the developing countries and hence the responsibility of the developed countries

152

Id.
153

Maurice

F.

Strong. Statement.

The Background

to

and the Prospects for 1992 Earth Summit" EcoAsia

Conference. Tokyo 1991.
154

MAZUR supra note 5 at 42.
GRUBB ET AL.. THE EARTH SUMMIT AGREEMENTS: A GUIDE AND ASSESSMENT.
1

155

(Earthscan 1993).

1

181

38
to mitigate the effects

is

much

LDC"s

higher.

repeatedly stressed that one-sixth of the

world's population living in rich countries accounted for about three -quarters of the
world's gross product and trade, and were the cause of most of the global environmental
~

problems.

and

1.3

On one

'

is

The

is

1

receive only

On

^

1

the other

.4

percent of the global income

hand

it

is

often thought that

major contributing factor for environmental degradation

the only

not absolutely correct.

vast differences in consumption

environmental impact than others.
generates three quarters of the

the

fifth

percent of global investment.

population growth

which

hand, the poorest

manmade greenhouse

all

1

gas.

>X
"

means

that

some populations have

a far greater

The North with only 25 percent of world population

carbon dioxide emissions and account for about half of

The one-sidedness

in

blaming developing countries

for

the unsustainable forest and agricultural policies has led to legitimate criticisms of the

new environmental morale on
Although the

the part of

call for a sustainable

some developing

countries.

development may not be divided between North

and South, but the causes for environmental damage and ecological decline
considerably between the

industrialized

problems of the North are the
fossil

1

services".

Much

and

fuels,

"^

unrestrained

whereas,

of their

own

result

in the

differ

and the developing world. "Environmental

of over development, extravagant consumption of

demands

for

ever-larger

quantities

South environmental degradation

is

of goods

and

a product of poverty.

environmental degradation result from poor people searching basic

156
\d.
157

Myers.N. Population, environment and development

.in

ENVIRONMENTAL CONVERSATION.

16(1993).
158

Ann Mazur. Beyond the Numbers-An Introduction an d Overview, in BEYOND THE
Laureie Ann Mazur eds.. 1994).
3
G.GALLOPIN ET AL.. THE RICH GET RICHER. WORLD PROGRESS 12.1 (1989).
Laurie

NUMBERS.
159

(

205-

39
essentials-food, water, fuel and fodder and the poor suffer

from unhealthy environments

because of inadequate sanitation, housing, water supply and waste disposal,
contribute to the persistent prevalence of environmental diseases.

countries of the South

felt that

160

all

of which

Therefore, the

the poor should be targeted with investments for the

environment, education and health.
This debate has

now

led to a questioning

of the entire development paradigm

There are a web of environmental policy agendas which are evolving
"Northern agenda" to address problems of affluent
discriminatory

policies, land

trade

patterns,

lifestyles,

itself.

in its process a

high energy use. and

and a "Southern agenda" involving new population

reform and a third "global agenda" leading to international regimes and

cooperation with a view to link "unsustainable development " in the North with the
"unsustainable impoverishment" in the South.

The developing countries require commitment not merely

to sustained

development

but also sustained economic growth along with an improvement in the quality of

all

people through reduction of poverty.

A

major concern for them

is

their industrialization is taking off.

development"

in

for

indeed that the

North having grown successfully would now be imposing restriction on them

when

life

at a

time

Thus, they repeatedly reaffirmed their "right to

United Nations declarations.

Any

adoption of regimes for the protection

of the global environment should "support economic growth and development of the
developing countries" according to a declaration by 41

developing nations prior to

UNCED. 161

the

They

explicitly

rejected

"interference

developing countries" or "any forms of conditionality

160

STRONG

supra note 99.

at 59.

in

in aid

internal

affairs

of the

[and accused North of

40
having] overexploited the world's natural resources through unsustainable economic

behavior thus causing damage to the global environment

at

the

detriment of the

developing countries".

Thus

the North-South debate has resulted in several

environmental

problems and

threats.

the

First,

impediments

debate

has

in

addressing global

prevented

consideration of certain global environmental issues of significance

16

international

and has thus

"

prevented international unanimity or consensus in the articulation of international law

and conventions.

Secondly,

it

has resulted in the adoption of 'soft law' and weakened

standards in international conventions.

UNCED while

164

focusing on the link between environment and development neglected

the issue of population growth. Popular news,

to describe that the

environmental

media reports and commentary did not

fail

conference neglected to address population policy as an international
16

issue.

This

may

negligence

be

perspectives of the North and the developing South.

attributed
6fc

Much

both

the

divergent

of the debate

in

Rio

Conference on North-South differences centered around the issue of whether the
industrial

world should be responsible for defraying the costs of sustainable development

UNCED

imposed on the developing world.

was

called to

examine the

state

of the

environment, to articulate international environmental law. and strategies for integrated

161
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WORLD PROGRESS

12.1 (1989).

United Nations General Assembly. Ministerial Declaration on Environment and Development.

Document A 46.293 (adopted bv

m ld

the Ministers

from 41 Developing Countries

in Beijing.

1991).
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Frank Edward Allen and Role Gutfeld. Earth Summit Neglects Major Issues of Poverty, Drought and

WALL ST. J.. June 11.1 992
See Praful Bidwai. Earth Summit "92-

Population.
166

at

A2 A8.

II

North

,

vs.

South on Pollution. The Nation June 22, 1992

at

853.
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cooperation for environmentally sound development.

is

One

principal solution for future

a paradigm shift from transfer of technology to technology cooperation, thus bring

about a

2.

167

new

role of technology.

168

Economic and Technology Cooperation: Future Solution

In the

complex relationship between development, population and environment,

technology provides the necessary link between nature and
will play a strategic role in the future evolution

human

Technology

action.

of the global environment. Technology

is

an integral part of economic development and can address the problem of global

warming, ozone depletion, acid

rain,

food production, resources, energy and population

growth.

UNCED
substitution

cooperation".

brought about a second paradigm

shift in its

of the concept of "technology transfer"

It

initiated a

more

approach to development, the

by the notion of 'technology

interactive process. In a situation

option but to develop, and for North

it

is

unlikely to cut

down on

where the South has no
its

current consumption

patterns, a vital issue in achieving sustainability will be the application

resource, environmentally and ecologically friendly technologies.

issue in the evolution

16g

of new low-

The substantive

of the new values for sharing prosperity will be

to consider

environmentally sound technology as a shared resource and not as private property.

Although technology

l6 '

is

not sufficient enough to provide for deep rooted social causes of

United Nations Conference on Environment and Development G.A. Res. 44/228. 44 U.N.

No. 49.
168

Id.

at 152.

U.N. Doc.

A '44 -49(1989).

GAOR Supp.
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the environmental havoc

but

'

it

in

combination with social changes, land reforms,

balanced trade pattern between North and South, and effective environmental protection

regime on both national and international level will be a key factor and would play a
strategic

role

methodology

Some of the

the

in

future

for the transfer

evolution

of the global environment.

of environmentally sound technologies

However, the
is still

debatable.

options to be considered include: whether technology should be considered

an international or a national concern; purchases to place technologies

in the public

domain:

research

subsidies

particular

for

equipment,

investments of transnational corporations.
Population growth in
the world's most

itself

like

Hong Kong.

fertility

average number has declined from 7

in

and

171

Singapore. Taiwan have high rates of

Conversely. Bangladesh although has not

economic progresses has achieved

development

collaborative

does not necessarily impede economic growth as some of

crowded places

economic progress.

increased

to

Bangladesh demonstrates the

made much

social or

decline in the past two decades and the

4.5.'

J

The slow process of economic

fact that the third

addition to any efforts to reduce population growth

world countries must

make progress

in

in their infra structural

services including transportation, telecommunications, utilities, banking.

Although much of the environmental problems with which we are dealing today have

stemmed from

the technological progress following the Industrial Revolution,

l6 "

GUENTER KROEBER. ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
CONTEXT OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. (Dirk Pilari eds. 1992.).
170

IN

we

THE

O.P. Dwivedi. Political Science and the Environment, International Social Journal 109. 379 (1986).

and Development: An
Work of the World Bank Among Human Rights, The Environment
And Sustainable Development, 16 HASTINGS INT'L & COMP. L. REV. 689.693 (1993).

''

Brian B.A. McAllister. The United Nations Conference on Environment

Opportunity- to Forge a
.

still

,7:

173

New

Unit\' In the

MARCUS GEE. SURPRISE THE WORLD GETS BETTER.
John

F.

Burns. Bangladesh

Still

(WORLD PRESS REVIEW 1994).
NY Times, September 13. 1994 at A5.
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Poor, Cuts Birth Rate Sharply,

need technological innovation to reverse the trend.
in

the

World Resources

Institute

that,

174
It

was concluded by

the researchers

technological transformation as "widespread,

continuing development, and adoption of even less polluting and more resource-efficient

products and services" would contribute to sustainable development.
cooperation, the

new

concept inception from

the approach towards

indicates a

them

more

UNCED

17 '^

Technology

brought about a paradigm

development and substitutes the concept of technology

interactive process of

shift in

transfer.

It

exchanging technology and applying or adapting

to local needs.

Many

developing countries have natural, genetic, and biological resources, which are

needed, by the developed countries.

176

The

biodiversity holds a wealth of reservoir for

developing world can

sound technologies.

utilize these in

Biotechnology

tropical

new

exchange
is

forests with

medicines, pharmaceuticals.
for the provision

varieties, integrated pest control,

conditions.

I7y

On

the other

177

The

of environmentally

being increasingly emphasized by developing

countries on a 'preferential and non-commercial terms', as

improved

wide range of

its

it

and plant resistance

will lead to

to difficult

newer and

environmental

hand the technologies of the industrialized countries are not

well suited for easy adaptation to the socio-economic and environmental conditions of the

174

Paul E. Gray. The

Paradox of Technological Development,

(Jesse H. Ausubel and

Hedy

TECHNOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT

in

E. Sladovic eds., 1989).

GEORGE HEATON ET AL.. TRANSFORMING TECHNOLOGY: AN AGENDA FOR
ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND TECHNOLOGY IN THE 21 CENTURE. ix(1991).
175

s'

176

Id.
177

\d.
178
179

Fred Pearson. The Hidden Cost of Technology Transfer.

MACNEILL ET

AL..

New

BEYOND INTERDEPENDENCE. 62

Scientist.

(1991).

9

May

1992,

at 27.
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i

xn

developing countries.

development

in the

Developing
infrastructure

These gaps need

covered by enhanced research, design

developing world.

countries

to

to be

lack

the

necessary

economic

manpower,

strength,

pursue the sustainable development goal by

its

own. Technology

cooperation covers broad range of products, services, and communication.
21 presented

at the

Rio Summit

reflect the

or

The Agenda

complex relationship between environment.

development and technology, incorporating a variety of factors such as access and
transfer

environmentally

to

sound

technologies,

However,

technology assessment and acquisition.
technology' cooperation remained unresolved in

B.

a

development.

resource

number of

constraints

1960s

the

there

has

been

consequences of rapid population growth

UNCED.

be pondered

is

that

a

growing

in the

on the second nationwide Earth day

there

were much discussion on population problems.

issue

is

and

is

international

developing world.

population debate was almost ignored, whereas on the
18

first

in

concern

An

over

1990. the topic of

Earth day twenty years earlier

This reveals

how

contentious the

perhaps attributed to both the apathy and antipathy to population issues by

WORLD COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENT AN DEVELOPMENT. OUR COMMON FUTURE

60(1987).
181

the

interesting thing

world governments.

180

for

Population Agenda Postponed?

Since

to

human

Id

GEORGE HEATON ET AL.. TRANFORMING TECHNOLOGY: AN AGENDA FOR
st
ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND TECHNOLOGY IN THE 21 CENTURY, ix (1991
183
GARRETT HARDIN. LIVING WITHIN LIMITS. 3 (Oxford University Press, 1993).
182

).
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The Rio Conference
remained

silent

stressed the link between

development and environment but

about the issue of controlling population growth.

184

Moreover, the

controversial stringent population polices taken up by China and also in India during the

emergency of the 1970s evoked
approaches

to population control

lots

of debate.

Recognition has grown that direct

based exclusively on family planning technologies are

less successful than efforts that focus

on resolving the ultimate causes of unsupportable

population growth.

However,

at

UNCED

on climate change, finance and

the emphasis placed

along with the political sensitivity of the demographic issue
received

little

explicit attention.

mean

that population

The Agenda 21 chapter on "Demographic Dynamics and

Sustainability" reflects a fragile truce

more

itself,

forests,

on family planning reached between supporter of

active population policies (mostly from the North) and conservative governments

(mostly from the South).

But the chapter does stress the importance of integrating

population issues into environment and development planning but does not contain any
1

explicit

reference to population stabilization.

UNCED

failed to sufficiently address the threat

in the

184

Xh

After the event

posed

to the planet

many argued

by population growth

developing countries.

RAVENHILL J.. THE NORTH- SOUTH BALANCE OF POWER. International Affairs. 66
UNITED NATIONS. UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON ENVIRONMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT. AGENDA 21. CHAPTER 34, U.N. Doc. A/CONF.151/26 (Vol III) (1992).
185

that

(1990).
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C. Population and Development: Shifting

The controversy centered on
on economic development

is

Ways

the relationship between population growth and

still

its

effect

not resolved. Till this day no consensus has been

reached on whether population growth

is

boon or a bane

for development.

188

Less

agreement exists on whether population policies can effectively address and remedy
population growths in such a

way

as to allow development proceed.

During the 40"s the evolution of the developmentalist perspective emerged due

to

apprehensions about the effects of population growth in the South and development was

advocated to be solution to
relationship

was reversed

development.

view was

1

'

Prior to 1974

that population

During the

that.

later stage

ranging from 1955-75. the

and population control was regarded as the prerequisite

World Population Conference of Bucharest

growth acted as a barrier

to

.

for

the orthodox

development. But during the mid

70"s there has been a changing relationship between the population and development

linkages and this orthodoxy were reversed by critics.

Hence since mid 70*s

the link between development and population

diminishing

in

significance. Since the early eighties the population lobby has redirected the focus of

its

propaganda way from development.
significance

186
187
188

189

is

1

"

In

today's crusade for

fertility

attached to economic growth. Recent publications of the

Id
Id

FRANK FUREDI. POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT.
FRANK FUREDI. POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT.

93 (1997).
95 (1997).

190

Id. at 3.
191

FRANK FUREDI. POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT.

192

FUREDI

supra note 99.

at

1

15.

94 (1997).

is

reduction less

UNFPA

treat the

47
relationship between population growth and development as a side issue.

193

There are

Even

attempts to mobilize support for population control programs on other grounds.

organization and individuals promoting program to curb population growth acknowledge

no evidence

that their "is

that population

growth

is

the cause of poverty".

194

This reveals

a crucial changing relationship between population and development and a shift towards

finding

new

rationale for population policies.

focussed to bring about improvement of
rather than

economic development.

place

first

influence

to

development.

196

This

attitudes

women's

There

"

to

is

fertility

are

health or protection of environment

the shift towards policies designed in the

from policies

to

encourage economic

implied the westernization of family values in the South but

shift

without socio-economic change.

From

1

Thus many of the population programs

19

a historical perspective, concern about the rate of population growth in the
1

QO

This was motivated by

South preceded the elaboration of developmentalist approach.

apprehension about the growth of population in Africa. Asia and Latin America. Back
the

fifties

development was favored with a view

population growths.

increasingly

development.

development

As

suggested

in

that

control

there

of population

in the

were

intellectual

growing

stress

would contain the rapid

it

recent years this perspective

With the decline
linkage,

that

is

growth

reversed and

is

the

it

is

prerequisite

on

influencing

fertility

Id.

195

FUREDI

196

Id. at 3.
197

Id. at 3.
198

Id. at 4.

New

Perspective on Population: Cairo in population Bulletin, vol. 50 no.

supra note 99.

at 12.

for

without

193

L.S Ashford.

now

foundation of the population and

development.

194

in

1

(1995

).
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which advocated

Until the nineties, the "Developmentalist Perspective*

population growth

represent

Redistributional Perspective.

major obstacle

a

19

now viewed

as a

aimed

is

replaced

is

Economic growth has been replaced by

central reorganization in the population literature.

and redistribution

development

to

20
'

A new

as ambiguous, there appears to be

no

World Bank argued

contributes to greater income equality".

201

is

that

on per capita income growth

fertility

from the view

explicit dissent

redistribution as

linkage between population

problem for the distribution of income.

"whereas some people regard the effect of reduced

by the

Rapid population growth

replacing the pervious one.

at

that rapid

that

lower

fertility

Therefore, instead of focusing primarily on

continued economic growth, the need to focus on the linkages between population and

consumption and distribution pattern was

The parting of

more

the

way between

illustrated for instance

1995:The

UNFPA"s

The

UNFPA

mute on the
addresses

population and development linkage can be

World Population 1995 and

issue of development.

issue

the

"empowerment"

of

Whereas

economic

"safe

in contrast the

development,

but

the

in

World Bank's Global

the Developing countries. These reports have

stressed the concept of

the

all

through the comparison of the two reports published

the State of

Economic Prospects and

stressed.

little in

common.

motherhood" and remains

World Bank

rather

said

report directly

nothing

about

population.""".

What remains

true

is

that

development and population or

199

Id. at 5.
200
Id. at 3.

whether one
not.

it

is

ties the direct

linkage between economic

a statement of fact that for the

first

three quarters

49
of the twentieth century twelve to fifteen million people died due to famine as estimated.

Today global hunger plagues nearly one
inhabitants.

-0

one

contributes to the deaths of an estimated 35.000

It

day. seventy four percent of

is

billion people almost

whom

fifth

of the world's

human

are children less than four years old.

204

beings every

The problem

not barely of production and overpopulation, but of poverty, lack of development and

The world's population

accessibility."

nonetheless expanding rapidly, hunger in

is

developing countries tend to increase family size so that children can work to supplement
food purchasing power.

Myopic

visions of the entire inter-linkage or endless theoretical

debate perhaps neglect the fact that poverty
poverty that

grovvih.

is

is

the greatest polluter.

There

is

a cycle of

exacerbated by the interplay between resource degradation, population

and the need

to survive.

Therefore, the term development

of a habit than anything

is

often retained in arguments and documents

The Cairo Conference was formally

else.

more

titled the International

Conference on Population and Development but the issue of development was absent

Empowerment of women gained prominence over

from the population agenda.
central focus

on population policy and unfortunately, crucial discussions of economic

development were neglected

:t

"

the

at

the ten-day meeting, and environmental concerns

were

WORLD BANK. POPULATION CHANCE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. 39 (Oxford

University Press 1984).

Id
'

Asbjoum

Eide. Obstacles

Asbjourn Eide

(

Beings:

et al.. eds.

A comment

and Goals To Be Pursued,

in

Economic. Social and Cultural Right 381

On Our Way to Ten Billion Human
TnT'L ENVTL. L & POL'Y 235. 236

1995) See GeneralK Elizabeth Rohrbaugh.

on Sustainability and Population. 5

COLO.

J.

(1994).
204

See the Hunger Project, available

'"

Id.

See Gerard

13 available at

Piel.

at Internet http:

www,

igc.apc.ore thp info

.

World wide Development or Population: Our Choice. Challenge. July

WEST LAW. TDD

and

IND

database.

17.

1995

at

50
20

thoroughly

ignored.

particular,

complained

social

from

Representatives

Southern

Hemisphere countries,

that abortion debates distracted the conference

and economic issues"."

development became irrelevant

Under
to

its

the

new

in

from pressing

population consensus the issue of

mission.

Therefore despite the weakening of the intellectual foundation of population and

development linkage and
irony

lies

in

proportional

the

to

a

fact

stress put

that

declining

the

on influencing

increasing

commitment

fertility

without development.

number of population
to

the

socio-economic

policy

is

208

the

directly

transformation

of

developing societies.

D. Structural Adjustment programs

Structural

adjustment policies are often criticized as open trade and investment

policies pursued under structural adjustment

programs produces negative environmental

impacts. Although they are intended to bring about economic growth they have often had

the opposite effect.

-0

On

a priori reasoning, reform in trade and industrial policies

promoting specialization, competition and encouraging technological progress

by

raise

productivity and improve efficiency including efficient use of environmental resources."

However, because greater openness also makes export production more

""

C. Alison

paradigm?
1

S.

In

Mcintosh and Jason

L. Finkle.

profitable, trade

The Cairo Conference on Population and Development: a new
No. 2. 25 (1995)B.

POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT REVIEW.

Henshel. Feminists gain at Cairo population conference in Dissent. (Winter 1995).

:ox

FURED1 supra note 89. at 170.
"'Laurie Ann Mazur. Beyond the Numbers: An Introduction and Overview in BEYOND THE NUMBERS:
A READER ON POPULATION. CONSUMPTION AND THE ENVIRONMENT 9 (Laurie A. Mazur
.

eds.. 1993).
2,0

Id

51

liberalization

may encourage more

intensive

exploitation

exacerbate environmental pressures. Therefore, in
policies have

intensified

pressures for deforestation as

There

it

1

cotton in Nigeria."

is

a cases structural adjustment

poverty and exacerbated environmental problems."

example of Ghana and Nigeria can be

Ghana and

many

of natural resources and

cited

was more

where exchange

11

The

rate depreciation intensified

profitable to clear land, to

grow

in

cocoa

in

"

also a concern that encouraging foreign investment and privatization might

lead to the growth of "pollution havens", because of slack environmental regulations in

most developing countries.
Trade liberalization could also encourage the growth of energy intensive and
pollution-creating

However,

industry.

experience indicate that there

economies are more prone

is

1

of foreign technology and capital tends

214

restrictions.

rise to

Other measures,

e.g..

On

based

findings

no clear evidence

to pollution."

and industrial policies give

recent

to

on

Latin

show open developing countries

the contrary,

it

is

suggested that the inflow

to bring in better standard.

Even

failure

2,1

212
:i3

if

environmental problems they do not

open trade

justify

trade

appropriate taxation policies encourage the use of

pollution abatement technologies, are necessary to address these problems."

In fact, the

American

primary cause of environmental pollution

is

?

not liberalized trade but the

of markets and governments to price environment appropriately."

Trade policies

Id

World Bank. World Development Report,

in

Development and

the Environment.

STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Oxford U.P.. (1992).

132 (Reed D. eds., Westview Press.

1992).
214

STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT AND THE ENVIRONMENT

1992).
:15

\d

216
Id.

132 (Reed D. eds.. Westview Press.
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are a blunt and uncertain tool for environmental

management because they influence
Modifying trade policies

use of environmental resources only indirectly.

environmental problems
policies are available for

may worsen

combating deforestation,

In Thailand, structural adjustment

More

degradation.

soil

the

to deal with

direct instruments than trade

erosion or industrial pollution.

218

programs may have reduced resource depletion of

and environmental degradation per unit of output, but overall environmental quality
declined because of the increase of output in the aggregate.

appropriately

internalized,

quality

In

valuing the natural

resource,

the

Due

to

market

failure in

environmental costs were not fully

and therefore, the trade-off between economic growth and environmental

was not economically
Philippines,

efficient or environmentally sustainable.

structural

adjustment

219

programs did not adequately address the

environmental impacts of macroeconomic policies, which encouraged overexploitation of

non-renewable resources."

damage could be

The Philippine study

fiscal

the environmental

limited by policies such as taxation of resource rents, energy taxes, and

the elimination of industrial incentives,

such as

indicates that

which would also promote economic objectives

balance, poverty alleviation and economic efficiency."

Public expenditure, which

is

an integral part of structural adjustment policies, can

also have a remarkable effect on the environment."

There are instance of many public

investment projects often supported by aid-giving agencies, including the World Bank-

:r
\d. at

218

135.

See generally. A Legal Perspective

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT.65

Of Sustainable Development, in THE LAGAL CHALLENGES OF
( J. Owen Saunders eds., 1990).

W

219

Cruz
& R. Repetto, The Environmental Effect of Stabilization and
The Philippine case. World Resources Institute. 1992.
::

"

Id.

:2[

Id.

SAUNDERS

see supra note 2 1 8. at 67.

Structural Adjustment programs:

53
that

have caused damage by failing to take environmental considerations into account.
programs.

Indonesia's transmigration

Polonoreste

projects.

Sri

Lanka's Mahaweli

Scheme, and Brazil's

Flood Action Plan are examples of structural

Bangladesh's

adjustment programs that caused unanticipated damage

earlier years."'

in

Equally

important are design issues relating to individual project components, road alignments.
the design of water systems and the provision of access to forest and wetlands

Environmental

E.

Law and

Sustainable Development

The World Commission observed
activities in

UNCED

harmony with

recommended

that

""human laws must be reformulated to keep human

the unchanging and universal laws of nature".""

governments provide an effective

that

legal

integrating environmental protection with socio-economic changes.

still

no

field

framework

for

However, there

is

of law denoted as "Sustainable Development law" and the commentators

have been reexamining the existing fields of law

themes

224

that resonate

in

an effort to reconfigure them into

of the sustainable development debates.""

There are however, a variety of national laws appropriate
sustainable development

227

to

advance the objectives of

but for such normative innovations to gain support

it

is

important to undertake empirical studies to demonstrate which laws successfully attains

23

Enyedi

et.al..

Environmental policies

in

East and West. 143 (1987).

" 4 World Bank. World Development Report
225

in

Development and the Environment. (Oxford

U.P.. 1992).

WORLD COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT. OUR COMMON FUTURE

332(1987).
"6
See generally. Sustainable Environmental Law (Cecil Campbell-Mohn et al.. eds., 1993).
:27
Nicholas A. Robinson. A Legal Perspective Of Sustainable Development, in THE LEGAL
CHALLENGE OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 15. 30-31 (J.Owen Saunders eds., 1990).

54
the desired sustainable effects.

Once

proved

legal techniques are

to be successful

Thus

thereafter conditions necessary to replicate that legal success could be understood.

states could adopt

in

such laws for sustainable development. However, there

proposing such deliberative legal analysis since

sustainable development today

now necessary to

it is

seems

to be

further the point.

much of

the

uniformed by reference

is

legal

nothing

new

debate over

to scholarly analysis.

229

Substantive fields of environmental law

may

be grouped under the heads of natural

resources law. pollution law. process safety, energy systems, and cultural heritage.

23

In

each instance, the analysis should focus on the stage of development of the legislation. In
ill

the earlier form law merely regulated property or use of interest therein.

advanced forms of

statutes, the

The more

*"

"conservation" statutes recognize that resources need to

be managed, to sustain the yield of renewable resources and to extend the useful access to

non-renewable resources. The most advanced legislation seeks

to establish

and maintain

systems for sustainable use of the resources, through managing demand and eliminating
environmental impacts."

Hence procedural and administrative laws
prerequisite

sustainability

for

is

sustainable

that

development.

for

environmental

management

The most extensively enacted system of

of Environmental Impact Analysis (EIA).

the National Environmental Policv Act of 1969

(NEPA).

23

It

was enacted

Id.

See

e.g..

NICHOLAS

A.

ROBINSON. COMPARATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL

LAW &

REGULAITON(I990).
230
231

J35
33

COMPARATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
Id

Id
42 U.S.C. 4321-4370(1994).

.45 (Nicholas A.

initially in

This was further enacted

2:8

229

are

Robinson

eds.. 1996).

in
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1970 by Ontario
Thailand.

29

234
.

is

241

All

the City of New York.

recommended by

Governing Council and
EIA.

235

and Australia. In 1985. EIA was mandated

EIA

Directive.

California.

EIA laws

is

is

the Netherlands.

in the

237

European Community by

essentially require that before a proposed action

will

it

is

have on the environment.

scientific base line for specifying the

be attained, are a

critical category.

The ambient water
Water Act

quality standards established for all surface water bodies under the Clean

illustrate this technique."

~

The

standards necessary to protect the public

air quality

and welfare, or those appropriate

to maintain visibility objectives.

similar statutory specification of an administrative system through

baseline standards.

taken the

broad other administrative techniques are more narrowly focussed.

levels of environmental quality to

243

238

the United Nations Environment Program's

Those administrative techniques establishing the

health

France.

mandated under the Espoo Convention on Transboundary

decision-maker shall identify the effects

Where EIA

236

Once

the scientific standards are

set.

244

which

represents

to establish

then monitoring systems can be

established to ascertain that the standards are beirm attained.

234

See Ontario Environmental Assessment Act of 1990.

35

Cal.

Pub Code 21000-21005 (West 1996)

in Int'l

Env. Rep.

(BNA) 212.0302

(1991

).

(establishing environmental policies for the state of

California).
236

N.Y. Envtl Conserv.

Law

(McKinney 1997)

sees 8-0101

(establishing the overall environmental policy

of California, known as SEQRA).
Netherlands Environmental Management Act. ch.7 in Ref. File lnt'l Env. Rep. (BNA) (1993).
See Ref. File IntM Env. Rep. (BNA) 23 :030 ( 994).
See Ref. File Int'l Env. Rep. (BNA) 294:0104 (1995).
See Stanley P. Johnson & Guy Corcelle. The Environmental Policy of the European Communities, 254

for the state
,7

.

238

1

239

240

(

1

1

1

989).

~ 41

Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment

1991 in Environmental Treaties of the United States
242
243

244

42U.S.C. 1311-1319(1994).
42U.S.C. 7409(1994).
42 U.S. C. 7491-7492 (1994).

,

in

Transboundary Context, Espoo 1991. February 25,
I, 565 (Nicholas A, Robinson eds.. 1997).

Vol.

56
F.

Grass Root Development

Public policy plays a crucial role in determining the pattern and intensity of natural
resources use by both the poor and the non-poor, the distribution of benefits from such

use between these two groups, and the extent of environmental degradation resulting

from such
policies

The

activity."

may encourage

pursuit ot

activities

wrong macroeconomic and

which

sectoral

microeconomic

attributes for environmental degradation while

appropriate policies can lead to the adoption of environment-friendly practices.

Partnership with local groups

is

the cornerstone of the

propounded by donor countries, which no doubt

However, there are concerns attached

is

to that also.

new approach

to

welcomed by developing

On

the

one hand,

representatives of a non-governmental organization be assessed and

how

development
countries.

246

can the national

on what grounds can

such an organization can be claimed to be representing the collective interests better than
various state bodies?

Conversely, implementing a development strategy founded on

grass root organizations presupposes that they

valid

interlocutors

acknowledge the cooperation agencies as

and the agencies work closely

with

the

local

actors,

without

circumventing or replacing them.

A

number of methodological

tools are

needed

to identify the local actors, study their

interactions and determine their respective strategies, potentials and limitations."

245

FERNAND BRAUDEL. THE STRUCTURE OF EVERYDAY LIFE. 121 (HarperCollins, 1981).
GAYL D NESS & MEGHAN V GOLAY. POPULATION AND STRATEGIES FOR NATIONAL
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: A GUIDE TO ASSIST NATIONAL POLICY MAKERS IN
LINKING POPULATION AND ENVIORNMENT IN STRATEGIES FOR SUSTAINABLE

:46

DEVELOPMENT,
:47
/c/.

(1995.)
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Local governments carry out

all

those functions that help to produce and

manage

general

goods and services. Management encompasses both arbitration and consultation and the

development of standards

The various

decisions and choices.

concert.

local

government actors do not always work

As

This leads to inter-group rivalry and a risk of loss of motivation.

development strategy

home community

is

'Social

far as the

concerned, four main groups of local actors are important: the

The second group

is

increasingly important insofar as

of individuals with the same objectives and values
will for the sole

in

or local people, voluntary organization, local government, and state

technical services.

priorities

and collective actions,

for the orderly integration of individual

who come

purpose of achieving these objectives.

demand"

is

it

is

composed

together of their

own

free

248

the key development concept, in that

it

should express the

of those people most directly concerned by development. At the present time

many underdeveloped

nations either this

demand cannot be

freely expressed or

it

in

is

expressed but not heard because of various administrative, political and sociological
obstacles.

up

to

249

Chapter

explore these

V

offers a case study of

critical inter

Bangladesh which presents an unique

linkages and the legal as well as institutional conflict in

carrying out development mandates.

248

A ATIQ RAHMAN ET
BOMB?315( UPL. 1998).

249

Id

AL..

set

CONSUMPTION

V.

POPULATION-WHICH

IS

THE CLIMATE

CHAPTER IV
United Nations Conference on Population and Development

A. Cairo Program of Action: Consensus at

The

title

Any

of the Cairo Conference was "International Conference on Population and

Development"

(ICPD)

which

took

place

in

distinguished itself from the other two previous

embodied

Price

the

UN

ICPD

in

It

was

Egypt,

Cairo.

Conferences whose

word 'population" but not "development".

international cooperation as the

1994

September

official title

a critical breakthrough in

addressed long standing conflicts centered on the

population effort had long focused narrowly on reducing birthrates

fact that

expense of attention and sensitivity

to

human

rights,

women's

at

the

and cultural

health,

differences and 2) resentment by the developing countries over the emphasis given to

curbing of population of the developing countries without putting parallel importance on
resource consumption in the North. "

over pollution the

ICPD

represented by delegates round the world agreed that the socio

economic development and
stabilize

250

Driven by the concerns of overpopulation and

fertility

control directives

must be combined

in

world population."

Timothy

E. Wirth.

Population Challenges and Alternatives. 6

COLO J.

INT'L ENVT.L

& POL'Y 245

(1995).
251

order to

Cairo Conference Maps Out "Path to a Better Reality, Newsletter of the ICPD No. 19 (ICPD
New York. ) September 19. 1994 at 1.

Secretariat.

58

59

However, since the
Development"

of Cairo Conference was "Conference on Population and

tittle

was generally expected

it

development and make further the
development was mostly

Rio de Janeiro but the issue of

efforts taken in

aside as a rhetorical afterthought.

left

The Program of Action on Population adopted
document and 20

undertaking on the part of the

By

to law.

declaring

it

is

in the

""

Conference

namely the Catholic and Muslim

states

reservations on religious grounds.

commits them

population aspect of sustainable

to address the

-:>

This

states.

entered

is

is

is

various
a moral

so because unlike a convention, which

in nature.

outset that:

contained in the Program of Action

a consensus

The adoption of a Program of action

non-binding

at the

States

is

"The implementation of the recommendations

the sovereign right

of each country, consistent with

national laws and development priorities, with full respect for the various religious and

ethical

values and cultural backgrounds of

its

universal standards supplanting their religious

states refused to

people"."^

dogmas and

cultural particularities.

such cautiousness prevented the framework to go beyond already recognized

government so as

it

left

was reached on

for individual interpretation

by each

the need for

lies in the fact that

a

much

greater political consensus

combining population and development

strategies to offer

Alison Mcintosh and Jason L. Finkle, 'The Cairo Conference on Population and Development: a

paradigm?
253

enough space

to derive specific benefit.

The success of Conference

C

human

extensive negotiating techniques were applied to reach a reasonable degree of

agreement. At the same time

"

Thus

Nevertheless to secure endorsement of such a program by nearly 180

rights principles.

states,

endorse

Id

In Population and

Development Review, No.

2,

21

(

1995).

new

60
broad range of reproductive health services.

Program of Action

lies in its

The

rights for all person.""''

the

document

to respect

dramatic

shift in

human

call for

2

""*

The major

significance of the Cairo

enhancement of the reproductive health and

view from quantitative

to qualitative goals

allowed

2 ""

rights.

The Conference did not emphasis numerical goals driven demographic
such as the number of contraceptive to be delivered or births to be

averted."""

women

demographic goals driven strategy and recognized the role

8
It

policies,

set aside

play in population

growth. The important issue of reproductive rights and reproductive health encompassed

wide range of subjects including empowering

a

women

in

society,

educational resources, reducing maternal morbidity, and ensuring that

strengthening

women

have

access to quality reproductive health services. Combining these rights can act as enabling
conditions essential for people to exercise their reproductive rights and to choose freely

and responsibly the number of children they have.

It

suggested that population growth

could be controlled by the advancement of education for

women

and access

to better

reproductive choice.""

:54

REPORT OF THE INTERNATONAL CONFERENCE ON POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT.

U.N. International Conference on Population and Development,
5

Mahmoud

F. Fathalla.

From Family Planning

to

at

I

1.

U.N. Doc.A'CONF.171 13 (1994).

Reproductive Health,

in

BEYOND THE NUMBERS:

A READER ON POPULATION. CONSUMPTION AND THE ENVIRONMENT

143. 148 (Laurie

Mazur

eds.. 1994).
:56

(

Population Commission Report U.N. Prep

1965).

"The work of the U.N.

in

Comm.

,h

13

Sess..

Supp. No. 9.at 33. U.N. Doc. E/CN.9/202

the population field upto the present time had been concerned mainly

with the improvement, extension, and international compilation of demographic statistics and with research
on trends of population and their interrelations with economic and social factors".
994 Population Report supra note 22
1

258

1

ROBERT CLIQUET & KRISTIAAN THIENPONT, POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENTS
MESSAGE FROM THE CAIRO CONFERENCE, x (European Studies of Population, vol.3 1995).
259
See generally ROBERT CLIQUET & KRISTIAAN THIENPONT. POPULATION AND
DEVELOPMENT: A MESSAGE FROM THE CAIRO CONFERENCE. (European Studies of Population,
vol.3 1995).

61

As
the

the conference had broader terms of reference,

was generally expected

that

Program of Action would focus on the population aspect of sustainable development

and enhance the
last

it

word

efforts

in the title

gathering.

took in Rio de Janeiro conference.

However, 'development*

the

of the Cairo Conference was supposed to be the cornerstone of the

This was to be achieved through renewed discussion of the relationships

between demographic changes and development factors within the framework of
sustainable

development.

developing countries,

The ICPD was organized primarily on behalf of

many of whose

or even nascent stage amidst the

level

of social development are
-61

modern

in

the

an intermediate

However, the demographic and

transition.

development problems issue were addressed only vaguely

in the

Program of Action and

other than recognizing a non-binding 'right to development*, the Conference said nothing

at all

about development."

The Cairo Program of Action
"sustainable development" and invoked a

in

its

sixteen

chapters

good number of interdependent

human

environmental degradation, population growth, poverty, health,
status

took the scheme of

of women, equitable international trade

relations,

human

decentralization, and so forth, without any explanation on

how

factors such as

rights, education,

resources, social justice,

the

program

will be able

to channel their impacts to the desired end.

260
Id.
" 6I

Nafls Sadik. Statement on the Proposed Conceptual

Framework of the Draft Recommendations of the

Conference. Second Preparatory Committee, United Nations,
52

New

York, 14

May

C. Allison Mcintosh and Jason L. Finkle, The Cairo Conference on Population

paradigm'' In

POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT REVIEW,

1993.

and Development: a new

21 No. 2 June 1995.
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B. Strengths

1.

and Gaps

The Right

The

among

to

right to

nations.

in the

Program of Action

Development

development

is

presented as an essential factor in achieving equity

However, the program does not specify whether

nations, states, people or individual.

mechanisms

for guaranteeing

Neither does

it

spell the specific or possible

implementation or the linkages between

its

various aspects of population.'

26

6

Such a task

is

is

still

Therefore

in the process

this

right

of gaining legal status and

remained undefined

in

its

nature,

is

The debate on
superficial

255

alleged

the interrelationships

and therefore made

Program of Action."
is

its

little

The minimal

demonstrated by the fact that

it

65

in a transitional

since the

realm.

266

meaning and implications.

Furthermore the introduction of the concept of "sustainability"
has been questioned on the basis of

and the

it

undoubtedly a hard one and on an

international scene renders 'the right to development* devoid of substance"

right

belong to

this right

weak knowledge

in the

Program of action

base."

between population and development was only

impression on the general direction taken by the

significance attached to the problem of development

was only one of six

clusters of priority issues identified

FRAND FUREDI. POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT: A CRITICAL INTRODUCTION,

32

(1997).

2M
\d. at

265

in

33

At the Vienna Convention on Human Rights in 1992 the industrialized countries accepted this new
exchange for continued acceptance of the universality of individual rights, which were challenged

by Asian countries.
Leo Grass & AA Fatouros The Right
525(1984).

right

particularly
266

.

267

Of Development At The International Level

78

AM.

J.

INT'L

FRAND FUREDI. POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT: A CRITICAL INTRODUCTION,

34-35

(1997).
268

STANLEY JOHNSON. THE POLICIES OF POPULATION,

L.

57 (Earthscan Publications Ltd. 1994).

63

by the Conference's Preparatory Committee back

in

March 1991.

269

By

the time of the

Conference the topic on development became only a character of rhetorical afterthought.

The

of

superficial treatment

pragmatic

discussion

on

recommendations go as

this issue is

fertility,

far as

made

all

more obvious by

the

reproduction.

Whereas

the in-depth and

reproductive

the

health

such technical matters as the "provision of micro nutrient

supplementation and tetanus toxoid" the development recommendation are restricted to
stating 'the

achievement of sustainable development and poverty eradication should be

supported by macroeconomic policies designed to provide an appropriate international

economic environment*/

The program has no

particular position regarding the causes

of the problems and the goals pursued and the modes of action lack consistency.
Moreover, the recommendation contains few specific guidelines for moving from the
general to the specific and from theory to practice.

Despite a certain amount of terminological adjustment, the measures proposed in

Cairo Conference are consistent with the approach of the 1970s and 1980s and do not

correspond to current
urban management,

realities.'

new

Whether

perspectives are

in the fields

now

of food security, job creation, or

essential for the elaboration

of effective

solutions to present and future challenges. At the theoretical level the debate rests on

implicit axioms, the first holds that population

second that

269

it

growth

is

two

a factor in poverty and the

plays a significant role in environmental degradation.*

~

FRAND FUREDI. POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT: A CRITICAL INTRODUCTION.

173

(1997).
:7

°

REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT.

U.N. International Conference on Population and Development,
271

at

40. U.N. Doc.

A/CONF. 171/13

(1994).

ROBERT CLIQUET & KRISTIAAN THIENPONT. POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENTS
MESSAGE FROM THE CAIRO CONFERENCE. 23 (European Studies of Population, vol.3 1995).
272
FRAND FUREDI, POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT: A CRITICAL INTRODUCTION. 173
(1997).
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At

least

development
conference

fertility

three reasons can be noted

issue.

in

First the preference

a particular direction.

It

lack of

for the

commitment regarding

given to reproduction and

was based on

woman

steered the

the conviction that attitudes to

can be changed and population growth stabilized, through educating women.

Unlike Bucharest and Mexico City most of the participants were health, family planning,

and women's

affairs sectors. In the

opinion of Walter Mertens

non-governmental organizations played a major role

273

the importance of the

on

in focussing attention

of concern to the detriment of a broader macroeconomic perspective.

their areas

274

Second,

delegation's lack of interest in development reveals a fundamental trend in the present

The

international debate."

since 1970s.

New

In

1974 the

UN

political debate

on development has continued

General Assembly placed on

World Economic Order which was regarded

its

agenda the question of the

as the requisite

framework

discussion of the sectoral aspects of development including population.

political

existent.

mobilization of states around the main development issue

The development

vision for the future.

theories have not been put into action

The consensus

itself is still

27

is

any

for

These days
virtually

by coherent

non-

political

attained at the Rio Conference on sustainable

development has not yet revived the international debate.
concept

to decline

vague and can be interpreted

in

This

is

many ways

not so because the

but also because

it

cannot be implemented until the principles of economic and social sustainability has been
defined and tested locally.

273

Walter Mertens. The 1994 ICPD: context and characteristics

in

IUSSP

Policy and Research Papers,

No.7(1995).
:74
Id.
:75

Id

ROBERT HARDAWAY. POPULATION. LAW AND THE ENVIRONMENT,

13 (1994).
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Another reason for the lack of attention
dimension of economic and social changes

development and analysis of the macro

the direction taken by scientific population

The study of population and development has been

research."

compared
family,

is

to

to fertility research.

The population

relatively superficial

specialists concentrated

methodology and migration, and hence development was being

following observation of Paul
research by the Federal

Demney

Government

is

confirms

this trend. "

the

The

relegated.

funding for population

These funds financed over

Only two among these could be

"consequences of population change".

fertility,

generous... total federal support for population

research in fiscal year 1992 amounted to $284 million.

research projects.

on

classified

as

1

100

research on the

Neither of these had anything to do with the

impact of rapid population growth on economic development... together [they] received
$175. 000 or less than one-tenth of one percent of
-> -7

research"."

'

Therefore, in

Combat

ICPD

despite the existence of six expert groups, the scientific

was minimal except

in the areas

of reproduction and women."

Poverty'

The question
the

funding for population

O

contribution to the debate

2.

total federal

as to whether population growth cause poverty

macroeconomic

level,

the question

is

is still

unresolved.

At

closely linked to the relationship between

population growth and development and about which no conclusive data or analyses yet

exists.

"

Statistics reveal

higher

fertility

rates in

low

GDP

region than in high

ROBERT CLIQUET & KRISTIAAN THIENPONT. POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT: A
MESSAGE FROM THE CAIRO CONFERENCE. 23 (European Studies of Population, vol.3 1995).
278
PAUL DEMNEY. Population And Development. ICPD Series. 19-20 (IUSSP .1994).

GDP

"

66

Gulf

countries, except the

inferior status

reduction.

281

women

of

At

Various aspects of poverty, low level of education,

States.

and high infant mortality impacts negatively on

this level the significant

element

is

not population growth but the

impoverishment mechanism associated with social and economic change.
fertility,

mortality and family size are greater

The Program of Action
combating poverty which
strategy of the Cairo

in its efforts to

is itself

in

the

Program of Action

of South,

countries

governments represented

recommendations

that

in

economic growth

hand w ith action

to

is

combat underdevelopment concentrates on

is

it

8j

The

based on the so-called risk groups. However,
fact that

nevertheless

although poverty

exists

in

OECD

less

is

widespread

countries."

The

first

of the South.

time a population action document explicitly recommended

to be stimulated.

The objective of economic growth goes hand

combat poverty and the eradication of poverty

condition for stabilizing the world population.

therefore

poor."

Cairo scarcely mentioned the fact confining themselves to

in

to the countries

Nevertheless for the

Overall,

the subject of various theoretical approaches.

one of the basic limitations remained the
than

among

fertility

focuses on vulnerable

In

is

put forward as a

persuasion to this the Program

groups and the most disadvantages ones: women,

indigenous people, the elderly, migrants, families, the unemployed and people with

disability.

279

Id

at 21.

280
Id.

m Id
282

at 24.

Normal Myers. Global Population and Emergent Pressures,

SECURITY. 29
283

in

POPULATION AND GLOBAL

(Nicholas Polunin eds., 1998).

PAUL DEMNEY.

Population

And Development, ICPD

Series. 19-20

(IUSSP.1994).
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Population Growth and Environmental Degradation

3.

The discussion on the
resources

is

interrelationships

between population growth and natural

often founded on the concept of carrying capacity.'

reductions will necessarily foster environmental protection

is

The idea

that fertility

short sighted insofar as

given the lifestyle in the industrialized countries, the improved standard of living that

supposedly

consumption

accompanies decline
in the countries

be expected unless specific
to counter the effects

in

of the South.

is

more

likely

to

lead

to

increased

a greater environmental impact

may

and technological conditions are created

of an improved standard of living

halting environmental degradation and

it

is

Initially,

institutional political

The Program of Action attaches

that

fertility

in

those countries.

particular importance to providing food security,

combating poverty. With regard

to food, indicates

technically possible to feed ten billion people round the world.

However, the

technical success criteria neglect the ecological impact of increased agricultural output as

well as the importance of the socio-political and institutional realities determining access

to food.

4.

Reproductive Right:

Over

A new

the past thirty years

right to reproductive choice.

284
Id. at

24.

Concept

numerous

The

international

documents have recognized the

right to reproductive choice is "a general practice

68
accepted by law'""

and as such

is

customary law.

declared the right to reproductive choice a

Teheran.

was

the

28

The next

human

document

international

The

international

right in

to address the right to reproductive

women's

rights as genuine

especially the Convention

Bucharest in

in

human

rights rests

first

1968 in the Proclamation of

World Population Plan of Action adopted by consensus

World Population Conference

community

The

1974.

freedom

at the

United Nations

issue

of recognizing

on a number of international documents,

on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against

Women (CEDAW). 289
The debate over determining

factors that influences reproductive behaviors identify

economic development, increased poverty, education and low
primary factors for small family

29

size.

infant mortality as the

The model was directed toward economic

advancement and family planning programs throughout the second half of

Then came

the shift in ideology

when

it

was suggested

'

perceptions of economic well being influence reproductive

""'

Scientists

in the

its

it

as "the

maximum

ability to support the

THE STORK AND THE PLOW.
286

It

I

was argued

attitude""

Cairo Program of Action in Chapter VII

have described

without reducing

model

that there is alternative

define the key motivators of family size preferences."

been enshrined

this century.

~

that

family

which has

finally

.

population size of any organism that an area can support,

same species

in

the future"

.

See

PAUL

R.

EHRLICH ET

AL..

(1995).

Stat. I.C.J, art 38(1).

United Nations Conference on
Teheran,

art. 16.

Human

Rights. Teheran.

Apr 22

to

May

13, 1968.

reprinted in Official Documents: United Nations Conference on

Proclamation of

Human

Rights

.

63 AM.J.

INT"LL. 674(1969).
288

REPORT OF WORLD POPULATION CONFERENCE. Art. 14(f) U.N Doc. E/CN.60/ 19(1974).
REPORT OF THE UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON ENVIRONMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT. Annex Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, Principle 1, U.N. Doc.

28v

I,

A/CONF.151/26(Vol. I) (1992).
90
Paula Abrams. From Mallhus To The Millennium: Population Law And Policy Introduction
Symposium, 27 ENVTL.L 1091.1092 (1997).
29

]

to

See

293
Id.

id. at

1093.

to

The

69

The scope of the

right to reproductive choice primarily

the right to information, education

rights:

spacing of children and to do so freely.

came

into being after doubts

reduction of

2

and means

to

This concept

is

encompasses two primary

determine the number and
relatively

have been expressed about family planning programs for

and the sensitive issue of contraceptives. The recognition of

fertility

reproductive rights presents significant issues for population policy.
necessitate dramatic changes in

sufficient education

new and probably

many

This approach will

cultures and foremost will be of providing

women

and economic opportunities and independence so they have option

their reproductive life

although the decline in births will not occur immediately.

The Program of Action

implicitly recognized the abuses

family planning programs and biomedical research

may

and distortions

be subject.

It

in

294

to

which

recommends

that

these be publicly identified and averted through the adoption of strict criteria and

scientific

standards in

fertility

regulation research, and through the establishment of

national bodies to assess the ethics of contraception."

Further post-Cairo challenges arises in the areas of national and international law.

justifying reproductive rights as real

standards for judging violations.

human

women's

hierarchy of

human

rights in general

rights.

certain areas, according

rights, defining their scope,

Despite solid pedigree

rights organizations focus primarily

relegating

293

human

and developing

in international law. traditional

on violations of

political

and

civil

rights,

and reproductive rights specifically to a much lower

Also some governments and religious quarters argue that

women

in

greater rights violates cultural and religious traditions

1994 POPULATION REPORT supra note 237.
RUTH DIXON MUELLER. POPULATION POLICY AND WOMEN'S RIGHTS: TRANSFORMING
REPRODUCTIVE CHOICES. 13-14 (1993).
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70

and laws.

29

The Program of Action recognizes, but does not attempt

tension. In this given

enforceable

human

complex

to resolve this

developing reproductive rights into genuine,

situation,

rights represents a continuing challenge

may

and

lead to a totally

new

approach based more on education and training than on the monitoring and reporting of
violations.

The implications of reproductive

and what

it

While they are unlikely

question for years to come.

critical

rights

encompasses

will

be a

to be resolved at the

intergovernmental level, and would be appropriate for the international community to

provide countries with further ethical and policy guidance on such issues.

Other Gaps

5.

The

third

in the

Program of Action

major topic of the Program of Action comprises those

issues,

rarely dealt with in the international negotiations-general mortality, ageing

Migration had a place

in the

governments endeavored
and

its

to

Program of action perhaps because

make

as

it

is

which were

and migration.

unavoidable but the

few comments as possible. The issue of mortality

socio-economic differences and

its

increase in certain parts of the world were also

touched manzinallv.

M

REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT.

U.N. International Conference on Population and Development, at 41 U.N. Doc. A/CONF. 171/13 (1994).
6
At the World Conference on Human Rights held in Vienna in 1993. some governments argued that
human right was a Western concept and that those rights that conflicted with a country's customs and

71

a.

Mortality

The

life

expectancy differs considerably throughout the world and

The same

thorough analysis of mortality differential factors.

applicable for health

is

differences which although less statistically visible, are equally dramatic.

living conditions

widespread

of large population segments

political,

socioeconomic

in

almost

and environmental

all

this called for a

The precarious

countries, together with

crises,

impact

directly

on

people's physical and mental ability to lead healthy and productive lives.

Although the inhabitants of the industrialized countries can aspire
biological

life

span and reach the age of natural death, that

is

Recent data reveals the regression of health indicators
particularly in central

to

and Eastern Europe.

29

to enjoy their full

not so for most of mankind.

in

a

number of

The Program of Action

countries,

attaches importance

maternal, infant and sexuality related mortality, but unfortunately neglects adult

mortality (other than maternal mortality).

A

human-centered approach

to

development

would have required a more thorough analysis of mortality and morbidity, because these
provide a clearer indication of different social groups" living conditions.

Social mores were null and void, since implementing

them would

violate national sovereignty. This

challenge to the international application of human rights was rejected, and the conference declaration
reaffirmed the applicability of human rights obligations across national frontiers.

~
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International Migration

b.

The human species

is

politically sensitive issue

a migratory species.

because

it

is

now

whom

from the countries of the South.

are

migration flow

The Cairo

is

1.5

become

often linked with the rise of the extreme right.

There are

approximately

In recent years, migration has

a

298

million migrant workers worldwide; two-thirds of
9

However, the

fear inspired

by current

not justified by their magnitude.

draft

Program of action proposed introduction of the

right

of family

reunification in order to improve migrants* lives. But the industrialized countries rejected

this notion.

30

Despite protest by Mexico. China and Chile, the countries of the North

agreed to endorse a vague wording about the

The

international migration debate did not

failing to break the resistance

"vital

importance of family reunification*.

make any

further

301

headway. Frustrated with

of the countries of immigration a number of delegations on

behalf of the countries of South called for an international migration conference/

However. United Nations General Assembly has not yet accepted the principle of

02

this

conference/'

Cairo Conference revealed the governments*

reluctance to

migration in a multilateral setting. Migration no doubt

"

299

international

a troublesome issue both for the

KLAUS LEISINGER & KARIN SCHMITT. ALL OUR PEOPLE: POPULATION POLICY WITH A

HUMAN
29 *

is

discuss

FACE.

32-33( ICPD, 1995).

Id. at 83.

KLAUS LEISINGER & KARIN SCHMITT. ALL OUR PEOPLE: POPULATION POLICY WITH A

HUMAN

FACE. 32-33 (ICPD.

1995).

300

ROBERT CLIQUET & KRISTIAAN THIENPONT. POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT: A
MESSAGE FROM THE CAIRO CONFERENCE. ix( 1995).

301

Id.
302

THE FUTURE POPULATION OF THE WORLD: WHAT CAN WE ASSUME TODAY?.

(Wolfgans Lutz
303

Id.

eds.. 1995).

22-23
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country of emigration and equally troublesome for countries of immigration.

two major lessons
to be countered

migration

mechanism

to be

drawn from the non-debate on migration,

the situation needs

through the dissemination of accurate information about the true extent of
5

Second,

flows."

that should

negotiations.

first,

There are

migration

from an

needs

integral part

to

of

be

inter-state relations

Today many countries of the South have

had during 1860-1914

306

and

it

understood

as

an

adaptation

and international

the similar problems as Europe

can be rightly suggested that the industrialized countries

should ethically and politically include migration in their dialogue with the countries of
the South.

The Cairo Program of Action distinguished between documented and undocumented
migrants, refugees, displaced persons, asylum seekers, individuals, families,

women, temporary and permanent

migrants, and potential and actual migration.

distinctions are relevant as far as the strict regulation of migration

current

international

situation,

men and

migration

is

not

only

is

increasing

These

concerned. In the
but

also

taking

considerably complex forms given the mobilization of trade, increased migration seems

quite logical.

jM

THE FUTURE POPULATION OF THE WORLD: WHAT CAN WE ASSUME TODAY

?.

31

(Wolfgang Lutzeds.. 1995).
05

id.
;

,06

Between 1816-1914 more than 50 million Europeans migrated to the so called New World. See THE
FUTURE POPULATION OF THE WORLD: WHAT CAN WE ASSUME TODAY?. 22-23 (Wolfgang
.

Lutzeds., 1995).
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C. Recommendations for the Future

The

shift to a

reproductive health and right approach to population policies poses both

This means fundamental changes

substantive and institutional challenges for the future.

at all

levels

formulated

in

in

the

ICPD

way

policies are conceived

and carried

out.

broader range of reproductive health services, with a parallel increase

NGOs. j0

in the

to a far

magnitude of

Countries must weigh their

for reproductive health services by undertaking extensive surveys

research.

principles

governments should ensure access

are to be given effect,

assistance from international donors and

If the

demand

and population oriented

308

The Program of Action ignored any

political repercussions

does not identify the actual or potential conflicts inherent

of the population issue,

in current trends

impression that the recommendations cover a politically neutral

it

and gave the

However, the

field.

present situation reveals profound changes in the geopolitical balance in the next century

due

to population

growth and redistribution of demographic potential among the major

countries of the world.

Even

if

population

approximately

1.3

growth

rate

continues

This reveals a ration of

the world population will be Asian, with a

17

by 2050 there

1

to 7.

and 8.5

For Reproductive Health. 10

EMORY INFL

L.

will

be

billion in the

Therefore over half of

growing disparity between East Asia and

1994 Population Report supra note 18.
Meredith Marshall, United Nations Conference on Population and Development: The

Reality
509

decline,

billion people in the industrialized countries

developing countries of South.'

J8

to

REV. 474

Road to a New

(1996).

STANLEY JOHNSON. THE POLITICS OF POPULATION: THE INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT CAIRO 1994, 34 (1995).
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South Asia/

10

The

total

be stationary or will

fall slightly.

Kingdom.

the United

population of the industrialized countries on the other hand will

Italy

"In 1950. four European countries namely

and France, were ranked

population], each with 40 to 70 million inhabitants.

only the 26

th
.

27

th
.

43

rd

and 30

th

respectively"*.

...

Germany,

in the first eleven [in

terms of

In fifty years* time, they will be

311

This geopolitical trend necessitates political will to live together under an economic

system that enables

world

shall

all

societies to be sustainable.

The

real question as to

whether the

be able to live in an environment of peace, economic and social development

depends on the acceptance of the geopolitical upheavals of present demographic trends.

ICPD,

this

century's

last

major international population conference passed up the

opportunity to play a conciliatory role by preparing the
attitudes within the

way

for a peaceful

change of

framework of the new geopolitical balance.

3.0
Id.
3.1

THE FUTURE POPULATION OF THE WORLD: WHAT CAN WE ASSUME TODAY

(Wolfgang Lutzeds., 1995).

?,
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CHAPTER V
A Third World

A

Perspective:

Case Study of Bangladesh

A. Institutional and Legal Conflict Between Environment and Development

The

environment and development are closely inter-linked has

realization that people,

a rather recent history. In

people are part of the environment, for the

fact,

Development

both socio-cultural and biophysical aspects.
quality

of

life

of people, but

it

for countries,

modernization and industrialization, but are

Bangladesh
linkages.

fall in this

still

which are

in the

in the early stage

These

processes of

of such

transition.

category and provide an excellent opportunity to assess the inter-

between environment and development.

any consideration of the world's population. Bangladesh must come

South Asia

itself is the

gender sensitive nation

world's poorest, the most
in the

absolute poverty. Bangladesh

"2

intended to improve the

This chapter briefly examines certain salient features and legal features of

conflict resolution

In

covers

both people and the environment.

affects

interrelationships are especially critical

is

latter

world.

is

the ninth

It

illiterate

has the largest

in the front.

and malnourished, the

number of people

least

living in

most populous country on Earth and with only

MAHBUB UL HUQ & KHADIJA HUQ, HUMAN DEVELOPMNT

University Press 1998).

76

IN

SOUTH

ASIA. 40 (Oxford

77
55.598 square miles of land
about half of the

total

is

one of the densest.

128 million people make up for

It's

population living in the Southeast Asia region/

Eradication of poverty

is

13

the central objective of development policy and planning in

Bangladesh. More than three fourth of the country's population live in acute poverty and
suffer

grossly due to

desirability of

inadequate access to the resources/

development

the recent years that

universally recognized, there has been a rising concern in

is

Bangladesh,

an

growth opportunities/
interest

development and nature arose
latter

However, while the

economic development can cause severe environmental damage

will seriously limit future

In

14

^

understanding

in

after the floods

recognized as the worst

1

the

linkages

between

interrelationships

are

This coincided with worldwide

in the nation's history.

still

not

people,

of 1987. 1988 and as recent as 1998. the

concern about environmental degradation after discovering the ozone hole.
these

that

adequately

understood

both

However,

because of their

complexities as well as data deficiencies.

Bangladesh has inherited
the

British

colonial

environment.

A

rulers

its

legal

which

system known as
provides

limited

Common

safeguard

BANGLADESH BUREAU OF

1991.(1991

legal

for

system from

the

country's

scrutiny of the prevailing statutory laws reveals about 185 laws dealing

with or having relevance to environmental issues. The statutory"'

313

law

STATISTICS. STATISTICAL

16

and by laws

317

are the

POCKET BOOK OF BANGLADESH

).

314

ENVIRONMENTAL AND ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF POVERTY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN BANGLADESH 25 (Mohammed Ali Rashid et aL eds..
.

CIRDAP,
jl6
''

7

1994).

laws enacted by the Parliament
Rules, regulations, etc promulgated by the concerned authorities.

78

mandator} precedents

in

some

sectors such as

much of

on

the law

developed through cases.

Another major source of rules of conduct

bearing to environment

customs, uses and practices.

resources

primarily regulated by these

is

are based

is

cultural values/

on

which operate as

There are case laws.

primary source of environmental legislation.

norms and

have been

that has significant

In fact the utilization of natural

cases even

in certain

Examples of such

fisheries

parallel

title

and tenures

systems can be found

in

matters of forestry where indigenous and non-indigenous people living in and adjacent to

the

government

on customs and practice/

forests claim certain rights based

2

For a long time development remained an overwhelming economic prescription of
'developers* to cure the

misused

to

ills

and nourish the well being of the people.

Economic development

an action or also inaction or doing nothing where appropriate?

may

be complementary

provide a contrary picture especially

There

is

in

process of acquiring legal status and

and

realm to that of law. The long

failed led to the

in the

list

realities

world.

no definition or defined scope of "development"
is still

political

an ideal situation, but often the

in the aid-reliant third

development

often used or

Does development mean

defend activities or omissions or to promote them.

and environment

It is

of efforts

at

is

in

law.

The

right

to

passing from the ethical

development which have

Global Consultation on the Right to Development as a

human

right to the

following conclusion: "Development strategies which have been oriented merely towards

economic growth and
social

,|8

319

justice,

financial considerations

human

rights

have

been

have

failed to a large extent to achieve

infringed

directly

and

through

Principles enumerated through judicial interpretation of law. bye-law etc.

POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT ISSUES

Ranjan Howlader

eds.. 1997).

IN

BANGLADESH.

98

(

Abul Barkat

&

Sushil

the

_.

79
depersonalization of social relations, the breakdown of families and communities, and of

social

J"

and economic

life".

The laws of Bangladesh do not define what development
Constitution aims at promoting development in

and

The lack of

target groups.

making authority

in the

more than one way

legal definition is

bound

hands of the Government and

indifference towards environmental considerations.

what development aggravates environmental

on

standards

environmental

quality

or

Environmental Impact Assessment (EI A).
proper

impact

environmental

is.

although the 1972
for various sectors

to attribute arbitrary decision-

its

various agencies, causing

This discretion to decide unilaterally

injuries in the

legislative

absence of binding statutory

sanctions

and

guidelines

for

Development projects implemented without

assessment,

cause

major

environmental

hazards/"

Therefore, in Bangladesh without inter-linking the population policies with development

Program, the broad goal for achieving sustainable economy growth will be a

1.

far cry

Right to Development

In

Bangladesh, whatever the constitutional rights of the citizens or the

development may

be. the practicality

foreign assistance/

2
"

Hence

state policy for

of such notions are pre-dominantly dependent on

the exercise of the right to

development

in

Bangladesh

is

320
Id.

UNITED NATIONS, COMMMISSION OF HUMAN RIGHTS. GLOBAL CONSULTATION ON THE
RIGHT TO DEVELOPMENT AS A HUMAN RIGHT. REPORT PREPARED BY THE SECRETARY

321

GENERAL
322

.

at

42. U.N. Doc: E/CN.4/9/Rev. 1(1996).

POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT ISSUES

Ranjan Howlader
2j

IN

BANGLADESH.

31 (Abul Barkat and Sushil

eds., 1997).

Mohiuddin Farooque. In defense of Environmental Order,: The Security of Survival,
IN SOUTH ASIA IN 1990s. 43 (BSIS 1992).

AND PROSPECTS

in

CHALLENGES

80
essentially conditional

to receive assistance.

on the

right

of a

"least

developed country" (LDC)

That contingency brings

like

Bangladesh

question of whether the richer

in the

nations have a duty to provide development assistance, which

is

a matter that requires a

brief discussion of international law.

2.

International

It

Law on Duty

to

Provide Assistance

has long been a tradition of developed states to provide financial and technical

assistance to developing countries

policies

in the

on a voluntary

on overseas assistance. Legal obligations

basis, in

to extend aid

the notion that developing countries are entitled to

such a duty emerges with
trans-

frontier

stricter sanctions in reparation

Declaration of 1992 (Principle 2)

Bedjaoui M.

2

This duty

Human Environment

Stockholm Declaration on

124

Some Unorthodox

J"8

Slinn

P.,

Development

Issues:

This notion

is

often

is

made

the

However.

cases of state responsibility for

supported both by the

(Principle

21)

~

and the

1972

UNCED

and the Cairo Conference Program of Action which

Reflections

on the Right

to

OF DEVELOPMENT: COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES,
2>

324

enforceability and normative validity/"

environmental damage/

arise only

development assistance derived from

the principles of the international law of development.

its

and assistance

However, there are views premised on

context of bilateral or multilateral treaties.

subject of legal argument as to

own

accordance with their

The International

Development,

in

INTERNATIONAL LAW

83 (Synder. F.G. and Slinn eds.. 1987

).

Law of Development and Global Climate Changes,

in

INTERNATIONAL LAW AND GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE. 125 (Chruchill et at. eds.. 1991).
526
Freestone D. The Precautionary Principle in INTERNATIONAL LAW AND GLOBAL CLIMATE
CHANGE. 21-40 (Churchill et al.. eds. 1991).
327
UNITED NATIONS. REPORT OF THE U.N. CONFERENCE ON THE HUMAN DEVELOPMENT,
Principle 21. U.N.Doc.

A/CONF.48/144/Rev.l (1972).

UNITED NATIONS. REPORT OF THE U.N CONFERENCE ON ENVIRONMENT AND
DEVELOOPMENT, Principle 2, U.N.Doc. A/CONF..44/228 (1992).

328

81

require states to ensure that "activities within their jurisdiction or control do not cause

damage

the environment of other states or of area

to

while pursuing their

jurisdiction*

own

Program of Action assigns an important
level

and

at

the

level

beyond the

limit

of national

environmental and development policies.

The

role to international cooperation at the financial

of technology transfer and exchange of information

and

5

experience."

Citizens Right to Development

3.

The

UNCED

productive

life in

Declaration states that

harmony with nature/

Conference also enshrined

"right to

human beings

The Program of Action adopted

rights.

It

furthermore stated that

it

must be

332

The Constitution of Bangladesh does not enshrine

the right to

development as a

fundamental right of an individual, group of individuals or a community.

:<)

1994 Cairo

meet the population, development and environmental needs of

present and future generations.

•

in

development" as an universal and inalienable right

and an integral part of fundamental human
fulfilled so as to equitably

are entitled to a healthy and

However, the

REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT.
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT, at 76. U.N. Doc.

U.N.

A/CONF.I71/13(1994).
330
Id.
:' :''

UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON ENVIRONEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT.

44/228. 44 U.N.
332

GAOR

Supp. No. 49. At

1

1

,

G.A. Res.

U.N. Doc. A/44/49(1989).

REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT.
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON POPULAITON AND DEVELOPMENT, at 20. U.N. Doc.

U.N.

A/CONF.17I/13(1994).
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may make

State

provisions

"special

women

of

favor

in

or

children

or

the

for

advancement of any backward section of citizens".^

make

This Article reflects the scope of the State to

backward sections or groups can not ask

for

development as an enforceable

Fundamental Principle of State Policy, stipulated
certain

aims of the State

fundamental

rights.

Important

among them

responsibility of the state to attain,

living of the people"

,34

in Part

is

II

right.

of the Constitution,

These are not enforceable

promoting development.

in

special provisions although

The

spell out

like the

Article 15. that provides "the fundamental

improvement

in the material

and cultural standard of

to secure for every citizen the provision of basic necessities of

including food, clothing, shelter, education and medical care.

life,

Article 16 of the Constitution of Bangladesh provides that the State shall "adopt

effective measures to bring about a radical transformation in the rural areas through the

promotion of an agricultural revolution.

...

so as progressively to

remove

disparity in the

1

standards of living between the urban and rural areas"."

The
rural

objectives enshrined in the above Articles emphasize the traditional approach to

development which,

sustainability

and

if

done

environmental

upliftment at the expense of the

ideal goal

rest.

in

an unplanned

considerations,

No

334

335

may

result

of removing "social and economic inequality between

Bangladesh [Constitution] Art. 28(4).
Bangladesh [Constitution! An.
Bangladesh [Constitution] Art.

15.
16.

taking into account

in

compartmentalized

doubt the principles of State Policy spell out the

ensure the equitable distribution of wealth

333

way without

...

to attain a

man and man and

uniform

level

to

of economic

.

83

development throughout the republic*^

36

but these ideals are neither expressed in a

coordinated manner nor are the prevailing legal regime and institutional practice capable

of achieving

4.

that.

Environment

Environment

is

defined in section 2(b) of the

1995 as "the surrounding consisting of
support or influence the growth of

all

kinds of flora and

faunaV

and judicial application.
discretion in deciding

The

995 Environmental Conservation Act of

waters, soil, food and shelter

definition

is

too concise, especially for legislative

This brevity has promoted virtual inaction or too wide a

purview for action, resulting
7

its

make

dimension on other sectoral laws b) indicating

it

scope

legal

responsibility and

A

of environmental

good

definition of 'environment"

legislation.

Its

appropriateness

in

is

regulation.

Bangladesh [Constitution! Art.
The Environment Conservation Act. 1995.
1

57

Section 2(b).

1

liability:

its

c)

an effective institutional

crucial in determining the

could

make

difference in environmental, natural resources and development process

336

of both

capable of a) identifying

at least

determining compatibility of legal remedies: and d) bringing
38

in a lack

and scope of application.

definition needs to be refined to

management regime/

which can

of an individual or group of individuals, including

what comes under

juridical understanding

The

life

air.

1

a

significant

management and

84

Right to Environment

5.

The Constitution of Bangladesh does not

explicitly recognize the right to

environment

as a fundamental right. Every citizen has the right to protection from "action detrimental

to

life, liberty,

law.

JJ

Nevertheless, every person has the right to

be deprived of

shall

The
part

body, reputation or property" unless those are taken in accordance with

of

life

4

A

as Article 32 states

or personal liberty save in accordance with law*'."

right to life will

it/

life

"No person

40

be meaningless unless the right to an adequate environment

recent decision of the Indian

encompass clean surroundings

Supreme Court expanded

the right of life to
,4:

body and health mind'V

that led to "health

is

On

July

1.

1996 a Division Bench of the High Court Division of the Supreme Court of Bangladesh
resolved

that, right to life

enshrined as a fundamental right includes "right to a healthy

The approach

environment".

which "respect

the promotion of condition in

person shall be guaranteed

first

time as

it

for the dignity

and worth of the human

^ or stating as the primary duty of the State

of nutrition and improve public
the

supported by the Principles of State Policy which seek

is

held "Natural

4

health.

ritiht

of a

to rise the level

The judgement addressed some

man

to live free

"'

from

all

the

vital issues for

man-made hazards

MOHIUDDIN FAROOQUE. STATE OF ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS IN PERSPECTIVE: THE
CASE OF BANGLADESH. 121 (Ministry of Environment and Forest, 1991).
:,i<

'''

"

Bangladesh [Constitution]
Bangladesh [Constitution]

341

DE SILVA.

342

MC

343'
544

Mehta
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Union of
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art.
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of

has been guaranteed under the aforesaid articles 31 and 32 subject to law of the

life

land".

345

There are

many laws

of environmental

that specify public

injuries.

It

may be

duty and

said that under

liabilities

many laws

seek legal remedies against activities of the Government or

scope

is

of private persons

in cases

a private individual

its

may

agencies, although the

not yet explored or availed of as such in an appropriate environmental liability

case.

Conflicts of

6.

Development with Environment

In the absence of a legal definition of

limits

development

it

is

difficult to

determine the

of activities that would be considered as development and then

conflicts that occur with the

that take place

centers.

347

In

environment/

46

identify-

the

There are gradual processes of development

over the years, and mostly unnoticed, like the scattered growth of urban

such cases, individuals or families make their

also form a basis or the

framework

for further

own

choices and their actions

development. There

is

initiative

by private

entrepreneurs in establishing industrial undertakings that create employment and add to
the national revenue necessary for development program of other kinds.

If the private

ventures affect the environment, then both the individual owner and also the Government

that

545

allowed or had the authority to regulate the location and nature of the undertaking

XLVIII D.L.R 1996.438.
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347
Id.

in

86
This seems to have already happened in

many

would be equally

liable.

example

Japan where private owners as well as the Government have been sued

for

in India.

damage

to

environment/

countries, for

For the present study only development projects

undertaken by government of Bangladesh will be considered in order to elucidate the
general nature of conflicts and prospect of resolution.

7.

Roots of Conflict of Development with Environment

The primary objective of 'development*
income, improve health and nutrition, or
affected by this process.

than improved

felt for

life

a long-time and not

all

to

improve the quality of

some manner make

The impacts of many

and the environment.

development aims

If

in

to

is

projects,

the

life

life to

easier for those

however, have endangered rather

Moreover, the impact of many projects will be

future impacts will necessarily be positive.

improve both

life

and

its

supporting elements then there

should not be any conflict whatsoever with the environment in and on which

However, the

existence.

reality is quite distressful.

development programs have both
also uprooted people.

others.

done

It

is

3 '^

inflicted irreparable

Hence, what

is

development

damage

for

is

often

synonymous

life

some
in

to the

?49
id. at

224.

its

since

environment and

results in destruction for

Bangladesh, which has not

Causing damage

to

people are central to both

MOHIUDDIN FAROOQUE. In Defense of Environmental Order: The Security of Survival,
CHALLENGES AND PROSPECTS IN SOUTH ASIA IN 1990s, (1992).
'

bases

state-sponsored, donor funded

without appropriate reparation to some people.

people or the environment

48

Many

perhaps difficult to find a development project

"injustice*

increase

in

87

development and environment.
lack of concern

is

For example, a classical example of the environmental

World Bank's Bangladesh Flood Action Plan (FAP). The Flood Action

Plan offers large-scale structural flood control and water management packages.

This

proposes to address the flood programs of structural flood control measures, which would
alter the

fundamental physiographic character of Bangladesh.

Flood Action Plan

a.

Poverty causes environmental degradation and environmental degradation causes
poverty.

Attempt

to break this vicious circle through international

development

projects,

such as those funded by private corporations and the World Bank have often caused even
greater environmental harm."

the

01

World Bank's development

Environmental concerns were introduced only
policies.

lately into

Linking development explicitly to the potential

environmental impact of development began

in

]910.

J ~'

Although these projects are

devised to alleviate poverty, yet they endanger the natural resources upon which long

term prospects of growth are based.
For example, petroleum production in the Ecuadorian
impacts on the environment of the region.

In

Amazon

has resulted in severe

another instance the World Bank

provided funding for the Bangladesh Flood Action Plan (FAP) without conducting study

350
Id. at 22.
351

Robert E. Lutz. The Export of Danger: A View from the Developed World, 20 N. Y.U.J INT'L L. AND
POL. 629. 667-668(1988).
:
The 1970 United Nations Declaration of the Second Development Decade has been credited as one of
the first formal expression of this linkage on the international scene. Paul R. Muldoon, The International
aw of Ecodevelopment: Emerging Norms For Development Assistance Agencies, 22 TEX. INT'L L.L. 1.

13(1986).
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of the potential environmental consequences.
flooding and the loss of

life

and property

jM

While

FAP was

in the region,

it

will actually increase the

severity and frequency of flooding for a large portion of the nation.

The

Huge

natural forces confronting

rivers,

3:><

structural flood control

whose channels migrate across

cyclone driven

work.

any

tidal

waves,

all

the

designed to control

landscape,

"'

scheme
large

be

is to

built.

earthquakes, and

threaten to defeat the intentions of ambitious engineering

Serious socio-economic obstacles must also be overcome

Plan (FAP)

are tremendous.

The program

will cause forced displacement

if

the Flood Action

of eight millions of

Bangladeshis and traditional farming and fishing practices will be altered permanently.

There

are

scores

associated with

it.

of social

The

wildlife

and

environmental

would

suffer

constraints;

ecological

j:>

impacts

from the transformation of the delta

envisioned by FAP. Vital wetland habitats would be threatened by loss of annual
flooding.

Many

types of fish, reptiles including 25 species of turtles, amphibian and over

150 species of waterfowl are already

According

to the International

in

Union

decline partly due to post flood control works.

for the Conservation

of Nature, one of the most

important wildlife habitats in Bangladesh, the Chalan Beel has already been ruined as a

of flood control, drainage and

result

irrigation projects.

?

The sand deposit

in soil

has

353
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89
increased because of

agriculture,

mud

walls,

which

interrupt natural flow

livestock and plant resources/

structures has to bear the

60

of water. This has affected

Besides the areas outside the project

whole pressure of monsoon flooding.

In

1995 the area outside

the project area experienced severe blood."

In

July

1996 the High Court of Bangladesh

in

a

legal

suit"'

6"

held

the

that

implementation of the much-debated Flood Action Plan has to be undertaken
accordance with legal provisions.

The

in

petitioner sought protection of various rights of

the people of the project area as guaranteed in the legal

documents/

65
"

Such

right

includes the right to be adequately compensated against loss of property and profession.

The

judicial verdict,

once observed would ensure a wide range of people's

right affected

by such development schemes.
Besides a number of cases are

now pending

before the High Court division of the

Supreme Court of Bangladesh through which pressing environmental and human

rights

issues like unplanned urbanization, unlawful construction in violation of Master Plan,

industrial pollution, child trafficking,

have been brought to judicial notice for appropriate

remedies.

36<l

Id.
36

See generally SHAPAN ADNAN. FLOODS .PEOPLE AND THE ENVIRONMENT.
INSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS OF FLOOD PROTECTION PROGRAMMES IN BANGLADESH
'

(

1991

).

998 and 1576 of 1994. Writ petition is a right guaranteed to the citizens of Common
law countries for infringement of their fundamental human rights under the Constitution of the Republic.
One significant outcome from the anti-FAP movement was the breakthrough victory on locus standi, which
advances the struggle for Public Interest Litigation. (PIL)The right to file a case by a person in favor of
another aggrieved person was not recognized in Bangladesh previously. The Bangladesh Environmental
Lawyers Association (BELA) was denied the right to file a PIL in the Writ Bench of High Court on behalf
of the people of districts who have become victims of FAP-20. Later. BELA brought an appeal to plenary
court of the Appellate Division and its landmark judgement passed in July 1996, extended the meaning of
Article 102 of the Constitution stating " the expression 'any aggrieved' is not confined to individual
affected persons only but it extends to the people in general, as a collective and consolidated personality".
The court verdict thus broadens the chance to seek justice for the helpless people.
'"

363

writ petition no.

Id

^

90

The

aid reliance of

facto authority

development projects brings

and actor/

in conflict

donors as a very crucial de-

Structural adjustment policies are perhaps the

"

negative factor in developmental

and donors are

in the

model/

6

Sometimes the

priorities

most

of the government

and have a grave affect on potentiality for environmentally

sound and sustainable development.

The absence of

effective statutory sanction for

environmental standards often renders free aid and technology duty

free.

The

priorities

of the Government and donor are not monolithic and they are composed of multiple

which

have

and

different

often

conflicting

priorities.

In

considerations are hardly put at the top of development programs.

institutions often surpass their

likely

to

become

further

environmental order.

8.

Constraints

This conflict

own

reality,

The

units,

environmental

aid-reliant public

laws to obtain foreign fund, counterpart donors are

misplaced

the

in

national

development

and

process

66

in the

is

vital

Legal Regime: Public v Private Interests

deeply rooted

in traditional attitude,

values of communities and

is

an

age-old legacy. Public projects are undertaken either on public properties or by acquiring

private properties

by the State

in exercise

of

its

eminent domain authority.

properties the local people exercise various statutory and traditional rights.

styles, professions

564

165

Id.
366
Id.

public

Their

life

and uses of private resources are overwhelmingly dependent on public

POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT ISSUES

Ranjan Hovvlader

On

eds.. 1997).

IN

BANGLADESH.

3

l(Abdul Barkat

&

Sushil

91

resources,

which

is

almost considered as an integral part of private resource use/

example, the farmers draw water from public water bodies to
fields, for

fluvial

domestic uses

etc.

In a riparian

community,

6

For

irrigate their agricultural

for natural resources, specific

groups like fishermen and boatmen are traditional family occupations. Hence, any

development project

that affects the

regime and removes some of the prevailing natural

opportunities through physical changes also moulds interest

68

As

status.""

a result,

development projects undertaken for "public good" become an expropriation of
interests.

Such

institutional

frameworks have grossly affected the implementation of the laws.

Adverse physical change
inhabitants

who

and

inter-sectorial

is

further aggravated

are often left without the

inability to exercise traditional resource use.

consequence, including migration/

development project due

6

to either land

left

uncompensated/

7

to

adopt to the

and affected areas are

Mohiuddin Farooque.

In Defense

CHALLENGES AND PROSPECTS

left

regime.

left

is

alone, unheeded by implementers.

paid

In cases

but loss of interests in or over the

for.

No compensation

is

paid to persons

who

See generally A.

(I996).~
370
Id.

Zaman

without assistance to develop alternative land and

Of Environmental Order: The Security OfSurvival
IN SOUTH ASIA IN 1990s BIISI992).

et al.. Political

suffer

This situation poses a threat

,

in

(

id.
59

The

are displaced or disadvantaged by a

68
;

local

practice often brings disastrous

adverse effects or lose legal interests because of a project.'

to projects

new

and

being acquisitioned or adverse effects of such

of acquisition, the land taken for a project

is

who

laws

by the hostile or unfriendly

wisdom and

People

projects on their lives and resources are

same land

means

of

incompatibilities

intra-sectorial

local

Economy of the Vested

Property Act

in

Rural Bangladesh

92
resource uses.

"

Hence areas

are left barren or without being properly used,

which

is

an

environmental tragedy.
Conflicts also arise

allocation

completion of
contests,

which

The duty of

its

implementor mostly ends with the

a project

scheme and post-project aspects

arise

between

are often left to others/

target groups in order to acquire

lead to over-use and misuse, causing environmental

Moreover

The

the intended or target beneficiaries of a project.

of benefits generated by development projects are neither systematically

nor regulated.

treated

among

conflicts

of

which sometimes lead

interests arise

to violence

73

Hence,

enhanced benefits

damage within

often,

the project area/

between people within and outside the project

and damage

to

74

area,

both the project and the environment,

such as breach of embankments by outsiders during floods, or poaching of forest products

by non-participants
is

not

all

manage

9.

in a social forestry

programs/

7

'

Again the

state

friendly to the notion of environment conservation.

management

practice

The public agencies

the public properties without adequate public participation.

Inter-Sectorial Conflicts:

Perhaps the worst form of conflict between development and environment prevail

among

various sectors.

Since development programs are undertaken sector-wise by

71

See generally M. Farooque, In defense of Environmental order: The Security' of Survival, in
IN SOUTH ASIAN IN 1990s (Dhaka, BUS. 1992) and, A.
al.. Political Economy of the Vested Property Act in Rural Bangladesh (1996).
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in

et

93
sectorally compartmentalized public agencies, activities

major impact on the other because the

mechanism do not
of

exist or operate.

mushrooms on empty

drainage system

linkages or the

Therefore agriculture has developed

coordination-

at the

expense

by destroying forest or agriculture: human settlements has grown

fisheries, or fisheries

like

institutional

on any of the key sectors create

J

spaces, the transport infrastructure destroyed the water or the

Perhaps the inter-sectorial conflicts have caused more mutual

etc.

destruction of environment resources bases and ecology than the vicious circle of

population and poverty/

10.

Resolving Conflicts

The

resolution of conflicts between development and the environment require an

institutionalized approach to repair existing injuries
79

conflicts.'

One of

.

objectives

its

resources.

The dividing

avoid or minimize future

is

the prolonged contest

line

between these

is

development

projects,

between public and private ownership of

mostly ambiguous. The Records of Rights

Recorded ownership does not always favor the person or agency

are anomalous.

In

to

the primary causes of hostility towards

frustrating

possession.

and

such cases, any possibility of Government interference, whether or not

in

in

the shape of a development project creates an insecurity of tenure that results in litigation,

violence and misuse of resources.

376
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Hence public resources need

ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT

IN

to

BANGLADESH.

be recorded and

1

12 (1994).

112-14.

FAROOQUE. supra note 328.
MOHIUDDIN FAROOQUE. SOME QUICK REFLECTIONS ON ENVIRONMENTAL
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379

380
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demarcated precisely to avoid conflicts such as those associated with some forestry

development projects which are often subject of tenure conflicts between public and

Many of the

private holders.

in institutional practice.

Besides a

is

it

strict

essential

Environmental

conflicts can be avoided simply through attitudinal reforms

J
'

adherence to law when institutions design their development projects,

that

environmental

appropriate

Impact Assessment (EIA).

legislation

such

as

mandatory

and quality standards be introduced

to

TO-)

strengthen governmental environment preservation agencies.

~

Again,

if the institutions

involved in environment management and protection are adequately backed with legal

and

institutional supports they

can operate as efficient preventive and precautionary and

conservation bodies to resolve confluxes/

Many
groups or

conflicts either can be avoided or resolved using third parties like citizens*

NGOs

in the process.

bodies operating

in a locality

The psychological and organizational

of other

parties.

legislative control

The

It

,82

its

would not be

on development

to

make

negative impacts on the environment and the

realistic to

suggest that there

is

an effective

that environmentally benign in Bangladesh.

conflict can be resolved by straightening the existing regulatory regime, yet the

aspects of donor's priorities

381

strength of such

can be conducive to effective mediation and assist the

process of development with minimizing

interests

83

would be matters of policies and diplomacy.

FAROOQUE supra note 318 at. 102.
MAHBUBUULLAH, LAND LIVELIHOOD AND CHANGE
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(1997).

IN
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Resolution Through Courts

a.

In

Bangladesh

it

is

rare to find

one public agency suing another public agency.

However, some public agencies such as the Department of Environment needs

empowered and equipped
to environment.

to

do so and

to take legal action to prevent

and so would be the requirement

and repair damage

that

would be

essential to prove guilt

and

EIA be conducted following mandator)

liability

guidelines.

regards remedies for private individuals or persons, the Constitution provides that no

one can be deprived of the
to

be

Against private violators, public agencies can bring a legal action but a

statutory environmental quality standard

As

to

take those

rights

development projects

right to life

away compensation must be paid/
in a particular sector

provide for compensation for
Therefore,

Those

all

people

properties,

and property, except

who

all

rights

in

8

accordance with law. and

The laws

that

regulate

usually allow objections to be raised and

and

interests

affected by relevant projects.

are adversely affected have the right to ask for compensation.

which are not acquired by the Government but are rendered

unusable through adverse effects, should be treated as implied acquisitions.

virtually

Then

as per

the prevailing law. a claim based on injuries arising out of development project-induced

environmental impacts could be compensated or redressed as consideration for the

damage.

damage

'*'

JM
385

Although compensation may do justice
to resources

remains unanswered.

Id

BARKAT supra note 307.

at

Bangladesh [Constitution]

Art. 102.

272.

to the victim,

but the question of

96

A
Many
case

private person

may

such

have been contested, mostly against land acquisition but not

litigation

of projects

likely

also lodge a civil litigation against the development project.

to

have adverse environmental

in the

However, such

impacts.

proceedings are possible under the law. although assembling necessary evidence to prove
anticipated

The

damages would be a

right

to

protect one"s

difficult task.

and property

life

Constitution of Bangladesh, which

it

is

right

under the

enforceable as a prerogative and through the extra-

is

ordinary jurisdiction of the High Court Division/
issue an interim order if

a fundamental

is

likely to

6

However, the said Court can not

have the effect of '"prejudicing or interfering with

any measure designed to implement any development program, or any development
work", unless the Attorney General has been given notice, a hearing
-i

is satisfied that

if the

the interim order

interim order

is

would not prejudice

the

program/

is

held and the Court

0*7

Therefore

it

is

only

not liable to prejudice that such an order can be given. Moreover,

subsection (3) of the said section states that the High court division has no power to
exercise the prerogative to enforce fundamental rights on property if the property

is

200

acquired by the State through an act of Parliament.

In

1989. the Court(Ad Interim Indication Order) Act was passed because, as the

preamble

states "it is

interim injunction*'/

all

386
387
388

389

8'

proper and essential to seize the powers of the courts to order ad

The Act

reiterates the constitutional prohibition

and extends

it

to

Courts, so that ad interim injunction can be served neither on a development project,

Bangladesh [Constitution] Art. 102.
Bangladesh [Constitution] Art 102(4).
Bangladesh [Constitution] Art. 102(3).

Ad

Interim Injunction Order Act. 1989.

97
nor on a person involved therein unless the opposing party
satisfied that the said order will not prejudice the

program

in

heard or the Court

is

is

any manner.

Analysis of the above provisions raises three pertinent questions.

First, if the

order

prejudices a development project in any manner, no ad interim injunction can be issued.

Secondly,

if the

case

power of the Court

is

allowed to proceed against a development project without the

to issue

ad interim injunction asking the parties to maintain the status

quo. then in most cases there

made

to protect the

is

no

justification to allow the case.

ends of justice,

if that

power

is

Ad

interim order are

seized and after fifteen years (the

usual length of time for a civil suit to be resolved) the plaintiff gets a decree in his favor,

then the worth of such justice

plaintiff to receive

is

government

a development

is

questionable. Therefore, such a decree can only help the

compensation but cannot prevent undesirable environmental impacts

of ill-conceived development
activity

is

likely to

projects.

Finally,

program or not?

be the sole judge of

its

who
In

own

is

going to decide whether a planned

the absence of legal definition, the

action.

The E1A guidelines would be

of some assistance but the impartiality of such an assessment will remain as an arguable
question and hence a source of conflict.

Therefore,

it

would not be

realistic to

suggest that there

control on development in Bangladesh so as to

are environmentally benign.

However, the

make

is

an effective legislative

sure that the development projects

conflict can be resolved

by strengthening the

existing regulatory regime, yet the aspects of donor's priorities will remain to be a matter

of politics and diplomacy.

CHAPTER VI
Conclusion

Population

is

the

centerpiece of sustainability

strategies.

However, the

failure

to

understand the complexity of the relationship between population, and environmental

have

sustainability

led

environmentalists and

oversimplification

to

human

and

polarization

of views

between

rights advocates.

Despite the theoretical polarization,

can be rationally deduced that population

it

policies formulated with the prime focus to reduce fertility misses out the critical social

and economic nexus which motivate people

to

have large family.

At the root of these

cycles lies the grave despair over high infant mortality, scarce resources, and diminishing

environmental conditions.

development

in attaining

population growth

development

Of

Thus

there

is

demographic as well as sustainable environmental goals as

no longer viewed

is

increased consensus on the endorsement of

in

isolation but

in

conjunction with overall

is

often spelled out that the

strategies.

the

two environmental degradation

South has to cure

it's

catalysts,

it

population problem, but the industrialized nations* duty to alter

its

consumption and production patterns often remains unspoken or unspecified. Thus the
Cairo Programme of Action does not specify the precise implications of the industrialized
countries" responsibilities.

By

splitting

up responsibilities and stressing only those of the

developing countries, the Programme of Action deprived population issues of their global

98

99
implications, international negotiations of their universality and responsibility of

its

collective nature.

Ideally

economic and environmental

sustainability

should happen through a

combination of bold population policy with adequate respect for human
protection and adjustment of consumption ideology.

Although there

rights, resource

a decline in the

is

debate over the linkage between population and development, and the

intellectual

integration concept

is still

varied factors, that there

economic progress.

unstructured,

is

Social

is

it

my

modest observation through analyzing

an inextricable linkage between

change can not take place

in

fertility

reduction and

a given society

without

accelerated development and hence positive change cannot occur in the absence of

economic development or growth.
economic inequity
the

is

implementation

of bold

Unfortunately, the

to

the

population

is

human

to accelerating environmental concern,

policy,

policies

which supports female education,

are

often developed

with

less

socio-economic transformation of developing societies.
lies at the

core of a sustainable world for

cases developmental pursuit itself

quality of

view

imperative.

population

economic advance and reform

many

the other hand, since amelioration of poverty and

a slow process, with a

improved health and child survival

commitment

On

life

damages

all.

of Bangladesh.

Socio

However,

the physical environment

as discussed in the case study

or no

in

and the

Poverty causes

environmental degradation, and environmental degradation causes poverty. Attempts to
break this vicious circle through international development projects often causes greater

environmental destruction.

An

aid-reliant

economy,

in it's rush to

development brings

about conflict with environment and, the development priorities and modality often

100

becomes diverse between donors,

the recipient

government and the

local people

who

are

the intended beneficiaries.

The approaching millennium serves

human

kind's future in

population growth

is

as a reminder of not only the past but also of

an ever-changing populous world.

a global

phenomenon, which requires

The problem of rapid

collective global action and

provides an apt illustration of the interdependent nature of problems afflicting the world
today. Challenges are posed on an international level to craft solutions, which cohesively

integrate the

many

different perspectives

on how

to achieve sustainability.

There are

reasons to understand that population issue can not be discussed without reference to

There

ethics.

negotiations.

there

is

is

genuine desire for consensus today

The problem, however,

is

in

the international population

the substance of a consensus because although

agreement about the fundamental principles of human dignity, there

is

no

agreement about the ontological foundation of those values and therefore no agreement
about

the

limits

to

the

applicability

of the principles.

incontrovertible universal foundation there

is

Thus given

the

lack

of

reason to accept the ethical dimension of

the issue.

In this

be required

to

dynamic environment, much creative thinking and analysis

will continue to

develop the normative and institutional framework for future international

cooperation and for formation of a comprehensive international agenda on population,

environment

and

development

parameters of actions affecting
in this process.

issues.

human

However, the key

The

rights

legal

system,

setting

and resource consumption

down minimum
is

a powerful tool

to effective solutions lie in attaining the national

and

101

international will to

chanse the socioeconomic factors motivating hish

consumption and. thereby reexamination of our thoughts, policies and

fertility

priorities.

and
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